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election

Passing through Cambridge on
a campaign-opening jaunt that
included Washington, DC, Des
Moines, IA, and Nashua, NH,
Biden stopped at MIT on June 10

Deutch and President Paul E.
Gray '54, Deutch said. Deutch
refused to comment on the state
of the appeal or the date of an
expected decision.

Ann E Friedlaender PhD '64,
dean of the School of HSS, re-
fused to comment yesterday on
either Perry's appeal or the Wo-
men's Studies Program.

Perry, who was commended in
1986 by the Corporation Visiting
Cornmittee for her work as direc-
tor of the Women's Studies Pro-
gram, would have to leave her
post by July 1,. 1988, if the deci-
sion of the School of HSS were
upheld, according to. a fact_ sheet
distributed by Professors -Steve
Chorover and Leo Marx.

When Perry was first consid-
ered for tenure in 1981 the Lit-
erature section of the School of
HSS gave a negative recommen-
dation. That decision, however,
was anulled by a special Institute
committee appointed by former
Provost Francis E. Lowe and
chaired by Professor Peter Elias

(Please turn to page 2)

labor talks
off depending on operational
needs."

For example, if an officer had
Thursday and Friday off his days
off would shift to Wednesday and
Thursday after a two-month peri-
od. But apparently at the change-
over - the first time the shift oc-
curs - the officer would get
Thursday off and either Wednes-
day or Friday off, depending on
"operational needs."

The remainder of the letter
read: "The second year wage of-
fer will be four percent effective
June 9, 1987. The top rate of the
range will be $12.50. All present
and future officers will be
promptly sworn in as deputy
sheriffs of Middlesex county. The
balance of the offer remains un-
chianged.

"When you hold your meeting,
I would urge the Association offi-
cers to review the prior docu-
ments we have given to you, the
written offer and letters covering
all the provisions that will be im-
proved during the term of a new

(Please turn to page 2)
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Professor Richard
Valeley discusses the
Wetrateragaterangat
connection. Page 2.

Rock and Roll Rumble
hits Spit. Page 8.
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aduation protest
charged for disturbing assembly
their past protest activities and Science Action Coordinating
because they were viewed as lead- Committee, and the MIT Endow-
ers of the group. ment for Divestiture), two com-

But Domenic Bozzotto, presi- munity groups (the Simplex
dent of Local 26 of the Hotel, Steering Committee and the
Restaurant, Institutional Employ- Green Street Tenants Alliance),
ees and Bartenders Union (which and Local 26. "They singled out
represents MIT food service a couple of students to see if the
workers) suggested that MIT coalition is real," he said.
brought charges against the two MIT realized that "these
students to dissolve the coalition clowns have gotten together,"
of four student groups (People Bozzotto claimed. Because of
Against Racism, the MIT Coali- this, commencement was "the
tion Against Apartheid, the MIT (Please turn to page 10)

%1Women's studies head
appeals tenure duenial

Penn, Fernandez
By Andrew L. Fish

MIT has filed charges in Mid-
dlesex County Court against two
students in the aftermath of a
whistle-blowing protest at com-
mencement June 1. Campus Po-
lice Chief James Olivieri said the

.charges were precipitated by a
protest which "exceeded normal
standards."

But protesters claimed MIT
filed charges in an attempt to
break up the coalition which had
organized the demonstration.

Stephen P. Fernandez '87 and
Steven D. Penn G were both
charged with disturbing a school
assembly, a state crime. They
were among several dozen pro-
testers of the "Coalition to Blow
the Whistle on President [Paul
E.] Gray '54 and MIT" who blew
whistles during Gray's com-
nmencement address. While no ar-
rests were made during the com-
mencement exercises, Penn and
Fernandez received notification in
the mail two days later of the
charges. The two will also have a
hearing before the MIT Commit-
tee on Discipline.

Olivieri explained that only
Penn and Fernandez were
charged because no other protest-
ers could be identified by Cam-
pus Policemen on the scene.

Penn and bFernandez'suggested
they were-singed-6M-1aff"e^ -V

3r location-
Rebecca A. Emerson '89,
mlairman, and Lisa B. Rus-
8, coffeehouse manager,
,ked that the coffeehouse
neroom be moved into the
o be vacated by Twenty
eys, but Imrmerman told
hat the area would best be
lease turn to page I0)

PKen Church/The Tech
President Paul E. Gray '54 addresses the Class of 1987.

By Michael Gojer
Ruth Perry, the director of

MIT's Women's Studies Program,
is appealing the April decision of
the School of Humanities and
Social Science to deny her tenure
and terminate her position, ac-
cording to Provost John M.
Deutch '61.

The April decision marked the
second time that the School of
HSS has denied tenure to Perry,
who has been at MIT for 15
years. In 1981 a decision to deny
her tenure was anulled by a spe-
cial Institute grievance committee
due to procedural irregularities
- with the-result that Perry was

-'named director Of the 'new
Uomen's Studies Program and
was to be considered for tenure
by 1986-87.

Perry, a senior lecturer in lit-
erature and women's studies, said
she could not comment on the
case as it is still under appeal but
that she expected the decision to
be made by early July.

The appeal of the tenure deci-
sion is being considered by

SC petitions
By Thomas T. Huang Immt

The Student Center Committee option
appealed to the MIT administra- last Fri(
tion last week to reconsider a ers, ad
proposal to move the SCC 24- aichitel
hour coffeehouse and gameroom ovation
to the basement of the MIT Stu- lowed
dent Center. campa

The proposal came as part of a that g
$7-7.5 million project to renovate over 9(
the building starting Aug. 1. third fl

West Plaza Director of Oper- over th
ations Stephen D. Immerman, SCC
who is overseeing the renovation, cept or
offered SCC representatives a its Sun(
second option in which their op- bated 
orations could be moved instead cause t
to the third floor, into the space space t
currently occupied by the Cam- feet les
pus Activities office, the SCC of- rently 
fice, and the Center Lounge. In p

OnkpPresideant al hc
By Thomas T. Huang to war

To Sen. Joseph R. Biden Jr. and fi
(D-DE), a man seeking the presi- must r
dency of the United States, desti- preven
ny is everything. in the

erman revealed the second posal, 
at an hour-long meeting SCC ch

day attended by SCC lead- sell '8S
Iministration officials and had as)
cts involved, with the ren- and gar
a. The development fol- space; t
a coffeehouse petition Chimne

ign begun last Tuesday them th
arnered the signatures of (P
D0 customers favoring the 
oor of the Student Center MW 
he basement. B
has until June 30 to ac- Jame:

ne of the two options. In MIT la
day meeting, the group de- propose
the third-floor option be- Police,
the move would result in a which t
that is roughly 600 square schedul(
ss than what the group cur- instead
occupies. every t,
rotesting the original pro- Last

mpeful Biden
rn more than 300 students tion fa,
aculty members that they paths:
rise to meet their destiny to consolil
it an American investment and "q
. Strategic Defense initia- by con,
Such a gamble would sap ture,"
)untry's economic strength which i
timately weaken its techno- y" by
I prowess, he said. and me
compete with the Japanese, childrer
avoid a tumble into a dual Bider

my - half civilian sector times cl
alf military sector - the audiene
r proposed that the United bread
take $10 billion away from during
ch and development in mili- attack
rojects and place it in pro- cific po
under the Department of base, "
y, the Environmental Pro- gy run
n Agency, the National "irrespc
autics and Space Adminis- Bider
l, and the National Science fice po
lation. myth -
stood during the hot after- Soviet
in McDermott Court, be- But Re:
he ashen-black Great Sail, fense s
ooming Green Building, realized
ing the audience and peer- Western
:ross the river toward the trol al
ildlings of the city. spawne
lay before, in Wilmington, ment"t
e had said that this genera- (F

y Thomas T. Huang
s J. Fandel, manager of
abor relations, yesterday
ed to the MIT Campus
a new union contract in
the current 5-and-2 worke
e would shift backward-
of forward - by one day
wo months.
Thursday, Fandel had met

speaks
ces a choice between two
an easy one in which it
dates the current comfort
!uick and false prosperity
sumrning [its] children's fut

and a difficult one in
it "'rises to meet its destin-
acting with responsibility
-eting its obligations to its
n.
n, whose oratory is some-
riticized for playing on the
ce's emotional fiber in too'
a stroke, this time chose
his 20-minute speech to

President Reagan on spe-
dicy. He called SDI, at its
an extreme case of ideolo-

wild," one of the most
onsible acts in statescraft."
n said Reagan came to of-
Mssessed of a right-wing
- that in arms control the
Union will always win.

agan is now seeking a de-
hield antidote because he
d that America's allies in
n Europe want arms con-
nd that his "roose talk
-d an anti-nuclear senti-
there, Biden continued.
>lease turn to page 11)

with representatives of the MIT
Campus Police's union to re-
establish a year-old contract ne-
gotiation that had bogged down
early last month over a disagree-
ment on the work-week schedule.

Meanwhile, as the negotiations
appeared to pick up, Patrolman
Ted Lewis, the black officer who
is considering bringing charges of
racial discrimination against
Campus Police Chief James Oli-
vieri, strongly questioned the
MIT Campus Police's treatment
and retention of young officers:

Fandel said yesterday that he
had sent the MIT Campus Police
Association the contract proposal
through the mail and refused to
comment on the specifics of the
proposal until the union received
it. The Tech, however, received
the letter from a source in the
MIT Campus Police late last
night.

The letter stated: "In the col-
lective bargaining session of
[June 18], the parties negotiated
to a conclusion on certain pend-
ing issues. New proposals: the
present work schedule will be re-
versed - that is, when a change
in days off is to occur officers will
move back one day on the work
schedule (under the present work
schedule days off move forward
by one day).

"When the reverse schedule
calls for an officer to work 10
days with only one day off-in the
middle the officer will be granted
an administrative day off. The
day off will be placed either be-
fore or after thedscheduled day

Mark VirtuelThe Tech
Senator Joseph Biden

I~~~~"
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two after gnr;

Gray speaks of integrity;
Olsen encourages enterprise

By Carl A. LaCombe
Unlike last year, there was not a raindrop within miles of Kil-

lian Court as 1762 graduates received degrees at MIT's 12lst
commencement on June 1.

MIT President Paul E. Gray '54 told the graduates to "engage
this world with the full measure of your integrity .. .." Intellec-
tual integrity in solving a problem, Gray elaborated, stems from
the ability "to view the problem, its possible solutions, and their
consequences in a comprehensive manner, and in a manner that
is intellectually honest."
'Gray said many recently publicized instances of "institutions

and people who have failed - in some cases betrayed - the
public good" have been the result of a lack of intellectual integ-
rity. ' 

He cited the failure of NASA officials to heed -engineers'

-for bette

IT has new offer in CP
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ENGINEERS
Cubicomp Corporation, the
international leader in 3D
computer graphics for
television broadcast, 
graphic arts, and design,
has openings in our
engineering department for
talented* people who want
to design the future of
computer graphics.

I

We work on state-of-the-art
software and hardware,
solving problems -in
rendering, solid modeling,
animation, user interface
design, and image
processing in a small,
rapidly-growing non-military
company.

If you are excited about a
full-time position working
with a top-notch group of
engineers, and you have a
graduate degree, or an
undergraduate degree with
appropriate job experience,
please send your resume.
No calls, please.

Cubicomp is an equal-
opportunity employer.

114 CUBICOMP
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 NCORPORATION

21325 Cabot Blvd.
Hayward, CA 94545
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By Andrew L. Fish
The Congressional hearings

into the Iran-contra scandal have
further revealed "a new tension
in American politics," according
to Richard M. Valelly, assistant
professor of political science. The
scandal is the result of the con-
flict between the closed, secret
world of foreign policy and the
open world of free debate and
domestic politics, he said.

Valelly gave his views at a
seminar entiltled 'Watergate and
Irangate: A Tale of Two Political
Scandals."

"It is not possible to envision
this scandal as an isolated event,"
Valelly said. Rather, it is the re-
sult of a new institutional divi-
sion of labor, with the president
gaining the war-mnaking power
and the ability to conduct secret
wars. He said that the resulting
authoritarian practices "have had
a negative impact on domestic
politics."

Valelly rejected the claim of
Sen. D)aniel K. lnouye (D-HI),
chairman of the senate select
committee investigating the af-
fair, that Watergate was simply a
"bungled burglary."

Watergate was the end result of
Nixon's attempt to centralize
power by building onto the na-
tional security state, according to
Valelly.

In this way, the Iran-contra
scandal closely resembles Water-
gate, which Valelly called the
"flashpoint" for the crisis of the
"new Constitution." The'two

events were both brought about
by an unwillingness of Congress
to control the limits of Presiden-
tial power, he asserted.

Since World War II Congress
had allowed the President to con-
duct foreign policy independent-
ly, Valelly said. This was the re-
sult of the atom bomb and the
strategy of Soviet containment,
which led to the fear of an in-
stant war at any moment. By the
mid-1960s a national security
state had come into existance,
Valely said.

But by 196g public opinion.
had shifted against the Vietnam
War. This made it politically ac-
ceptable for Congressmen to op-
pose the consensus that power
should be centralized in the
White House.

The Nixon national
security state

President Nixon faced these
changing attitudes, but was un-
willing to accept them, Valelly
said. Instead, he b-ilt on the na-
tion security state to the point
that 250,000 people were under
surveillance. Nixon created a cli-
mate of fear to the point that Su-
preme Court Justice William O.
Douglas wrote in an opinion that
he had no doubt that the Court's
chambers were bugged.

Nixon also conducted a secret
bombing campaign against Cam-
bodia, declaring a war with only
a few knowing about it. When
the story was leaked 12 phones,
including those of four journal-

contra army was not created sole-
Iy to overthrow the Nicaraguan
government as examples of mis-
leading testimony presented by
the Reagan administration.

The Congress has also seemed
to revert to the pre-Watergate
days, Valelly said. He noted that
the investigation into the Iran af-
fair has been tame, with several
lapses in the questioning of key
witnesses. Valelly argued that the
Congress seems to be acting to
sustain Reagan's popularity rath-
er than trying to harm it.

He asserted that Congress was
unwilling to criticize the adminis-
tration's policy because it fears
appearing pro-Sandinista. The re-
forms of Watergate did little to
stop the imperial President, 

In this climate, Valelly warned
that Watergate and the Iran-
contra scandal may just be the
first in a series of government cri-
ses brought on by the centraliza-
tion of power in the Presidency.

uis second

ists, were tapped, Valelly said.
Nixon moved against the cen-

ters of power to the point that
Chief of Staff H.R. Haldeman
called any political opposition
treasonous, he added. Thus, the
Watergate crisis was always a
possibility and was not simply the
result of a bungled break-in, Va-
lelly said.

The Iran-contra crisis was re-
sult of the Reagan administration
attempting an end-run around
post-Watergate restrictions cre-
ated by Congress, Valelly said.
The War Powers Resolution of
1973 invited the privatization of
foreign policy revealed in the
Congressional hearings, Valelly
said.

-The restrictions, including
Congressional oversight of the in-
telligence community, also invited
deception, Valelly said. He cited
the characterization of the Nica-
raguan elections as hopelessly un-
fair and the argument that the

Perry appea
(Continued from page 1

'44 after the commnittee found
procedural irregularities in the re-
view of the Perry case.

Following that decision, an ad
hoc committee unanimously rec-
ommended in 1982 that Perry re-
ceive tenure. The HSS School
Council, however, was divided
after considering both the dis-
credited 1981 dossier and the

newer 1982 dossier, according to
the fact sheet.

The tenure decision was then
suspended until 1986-87 under
the terms of an agreement with
Perry - an agreement under
which the Women's Studies Pro-
gram would be established with
Perry as director, the summary
said.

In April of this year a new ad
hoc committee unanimously rec-
ommended a tenured non-
departmental appointment for
Perry, according to the fact sheet,
but the HSS School Council re-
jected the committee's recom-
mendation and terminated Per-
ry's appointment at MIT.

The 1986 report of the Visiting
Committee stated that "the MIT
Women's Studies Program is con-
sidered to be of very high qual-
ity" and that "a large part of the
credit for the accomplishments of
the program must go to Ruth
Perry. She has actively recruited
the faculty and challenged them
to see beyond their current activi-
ties to the development of new
courses and programs."

Perry was recently awarded a
Guggenheim Fellowship for her
project, "The Contribution of
Gender to the Formation of the
Novel, 1750-1815."

(Continued from page 1)
agreement (wages, the impact of
the new EMT pay policy, the
benefit improvements along with
the other changes in the working
conditions). This review should
persuade you and your--member--
ship that this is a fair and equita-
ble offer."

Lewis said that at least three or
four "good, young officers" are
dissatisfied with the Campus Poli-
ce's promotion procedures, and
many find it hard to get the su-
pervising officers' approval to go
to school to get an advanced edu-
cation. Lewis said that these men
are ambitious but are frustrated
in the current system, and some
decide to leave.

Officers criticize
promotion policies

James Hicks, a young black of-
ficer who worked for the MIT
Campus Police from February to
September of 1986, agreed with
Lewis. He said he left to join the
Waltham police department be-
cause he felt that the MIT Cam-
pus Police's promotion proce-
dures were biased and that he
could never move up. He said: "I
had no place to go." Currently,
Olivieri decides who gets promot-
ed, based upon recommendations
made by his sergeants.

"At the Waltham police depart-
ment, you know what it takes to
move up," Hicks said. By doing
well on a standard test and exhib-
iting good work performance,
"you move up, and you can't be
denied."

Lewis also pointed to the re-
cent departure of Patrolman Bri-
an O'Regan to the Fire Depart-
ment Academy in Cambridge. He
said that O'Regan had tried 14
times to obtain permission to go
to school, but each time he was
denied.

"It's hard though," Lewis said,
"because if you speak up about
it,. you're immediately labeled.i
He said that it was particularly
hard for minorities to be promot-
ed. After 14 years and 33 promo-
tions, no black Campus Police
patrolman hid been promoted to
supervising officer, he claimed.

Fandel, however, strongly dis-
agreed that these were results of
racism. He said Olivieri has done
a conscientious job with affirma-
tive action, and that Olivieri has

recruited more blacks and women
than previous chiefs. Fandel said
that it wa· Olivieri who devel-
oped a "r, cruit classification," a
trainee, u ually a minority, who
is sent to schooi and prepared to
becone a police officer.

Under the current schedule, of-
ficers work a block of five days
and rest a block of two days each
week. A changeover - in which
the two-day block shifts by one
day- occurs every two months.
The MIT Campus Police Associ-
ation had wanted a 4-and-2
schedule, in which officers would
work four days and rest two
days, but the MIT administration
had refused to relinquish the cur-
rent schedule.

From the start, the 4-and-2 was
not an acceptable watch schedule
for MIT, Fandel said. He objects
to the 4-and-2 because he believes
it reduces the number of officers
available to go on patrol if need-
ed, particularly in the daytime,
when many are needed to con-
duct investigations and educate
the student body on crime issues.
He contended that the Campus
Police would have to add three
officers in order to compensate
for the extra time off given the
police, although Conway had
earlier said this would not have
to happen.

Fandel also said the command
staff schedule would have to be
modified to match the patrol-
men's. Some officers would still
have to work on a 5-and-2 watch
schedule, to make up for the re-
duced number of men available
at one time.

The relationship between the
labor relations officials and the
union representatives, recently si-
lent, has also displayed a stormy
side. Over the past few years,
Campus Police officers had want-
ed deputy powers in order to be
able to apprehend suspects in
case the suspects escaped the
MIT property, but the adminis-
tration hesitated to allow them
such powers, according to an ad-
ministration official who did not
wish to be named.

Finally, last year, the adminis-
tration decided such a venture
would be worthwhile, as it ob-
served that more and more law-
suits were being brought against
police officers who arrested sus-
pects outside their jurisdiction,

the official said. Fandel said that
Olivieri scheduled the day when
the Middlesex County sheriff
would come to MIT to deputize
the Campus Police officers en
masse.
* But- the, event. abruptly fell
through when the Campus Police
Association refused to be depu-
tized without negotiating the de-
putization into the union con-
tract. One association member
was able to convince the sheriff
not to show up, Fandel said.

"That was a blip on the
screen," Fandel said. "It strained
relations [between the labor rela-
tions office and the Campus Po-
lice Association] for a while. It
caused some bad feelings, but it
has not been a factor in recent
months."

.'
Not really. But three-year full tuition scholarships worth as much as s
$35,000 plus textbooks, lab fees, and a $100/month stipend are avail E
able to qualified freshmen through the Naval Reserve Officers Training
Corps (NROTC) at MIT.*

Upon graduation you will be comissioned an officer in the Navy with
responsibilities, decision making authority, and the opportunity to see
parts of the World many people only read about. 

See the world through the eyes of a Naval officer.

NAVAL OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST. 

i|
*NROTC at MIT has cross-enrollment

~--'-:m-- L'-~-----'~ ~ with Harvard, Tufts, and Wellesley.
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McHale undergoes foot surgery
Boston Celtics forward Kevin McHale underwent sur-

gery yesterday to correct his broken right foot. Team offi-
cials say he had bone spurs removed from his right ankle
and a screw inserted in the broken navicular bone of his
foot. The team said McHale's lower leg will be in a cast
for eight to 12 weeks. They did not know whether he will
be able to play by the beginning of the next season in Oc-
tober. Despite the injury, the seven-year veteran was
named to the alI-NBA first team. He had played the last
three months with his injured foot. McHale received the
injury March' 11 in a game against Phoenix when a Suns
player stepped on his foot and he pulled it away.

Spurs pick Robinson at NBA draft
The San Antonio Spurs have a large task ahead of them

- sign David Robinson. The Spurs made the Navy center
and last year's top college player the first choice in yester-
day's National Basketball Association draft in New York.
The hitch is Robinson's two-year military commitment.
San Antonio has the rights to Robinson for at least the
coming year, and speculation throughout the league cen-
ters on whether they can land the 7 ft. 1 in. rebounder.

If they do not sign him, Robinson is expected to go
back into draft next year. In any event, the Navy says he
will not be allowed to pray professionally until the fall of
1989. s"

The second overall pick in the draft went to the Phoe-
nix Suns, who selected froward Armon Gilliam. Gilliam
led University of Nevada, Las Vegas in scoring and re-
bounding this past season.

Other early first-round picks included Ohio State guard
Dennis Hopson to New Jersey and Georgetown forward-
guard Reggie Williams by the Los Angeles Clippers. The
Seattle Supersonics chose forward Scottie Pippen of Cen-
tral Arkansas. Next came the Sacramento Kings, who
took North Carolina point guard Kenny Smith.

-Mandlikova withdraws
from Wimbledon

A right foot injury has forced Hana Mandlikova out of
the Wimnbledon Tennis Championships. Officials at the
All-England Club near London say the Czechoslovak star
has not recovered from the injury that developed before
the French Open this spring. Mandlikova had been seeded
fourth in the women's draw.

All opening day play at Wimbledon was called off yes-
terday because of early summer rain..Wimbledon organiz-
ers hope to get the schedule started today. The top seeds
this year are West Germany's Boris Becker for the men's
draw and Martina Navratilova in the women's, both de-
fending singles champions.

Compiled by Akbar Merchant

Chun agrees to meet with opposition
South Korean President Chun Doo-Hwan said he is

willing to talk now - after nearly two weeks of violent
demonstrations against his government. Chun has re-
versed himself- agreeing to meet with opposition leaders
and consider their demands for democratic reforms. But
his opponents say that, before they will see him, his gov-
ernment must free all political detainees.

Secretary of State George P. Schultz PhD'49 said he
would like to see a peaceful democratic transfer of power
when Chun leaves office next year. He said it is right for
Chun to meet with opposition politicians to try to achieve
that.

Syrian official promises release
of American hostage

State-run Beirut Radio quoted Syria's chief of military
intelligence in Lebanon as premising to free the latest kid-
nap victims "at all Costs." One hostage is American jour-
nalist Charles Glass.

The Christian-controlled "Voice of Lebanon," reports
the kidnappers want a guarantee that.West Germany will
not extradite alleged hijacker Muhammad Mamadi to the
US. But Lebanese police and sources close to the Syrian
command in West Beirut deny the kidnappers made such
a demand.

US places conditions on Soviet
role in Mideast peace

A State Department official said the US does not want
the Soviet Uniofi to have a role in any Mideast peace talks
unless the Soviets adopt a more constructive policy in the
region. The official said the Soviets effectively "disinvested
themselves" by supporting radical groups and policies.
The official also said Assistant Secretary Richard Murphy
will pass that word to his Soviet counterpart next month
in Geneva. Jordan's King Hussein has insisted on Soviet
participation if he is to negotiate peace terms with Israel.

West Germany will not
extradite alleged hijacker

Security sources in West Germany say the government
will not approve a US request for the extradition of Mu-
hammad Mamadi, because it fears for the lives of two
West German hostages in Beirut. Hamadi is accused of
hijacking a TNWA jetliner in 1985 and killing a US Navy
diver. Attorney General Edwin Meese will be in Bonn to-
morrow to argue in favor of sending Hameai'to the US.
But President Reagan says the important thing to him is
that -wherever Hamadi ends up - that he be tried for
murder.

SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS MANAGER

for computing center serving Structural Biology and Biochemlistry research
groups studying three-dimensional structure of viruses at Harvard
University is sought for a VAX8700 computer, an Evans and Sutherland
PS-390 graphics station and three microVAX II stations controlling
instruments for X-ray diffraction data collection. Resposibilities include
installation, maintainence and upgrading; management of operations;
interaction with vendors; .supervision of part-time student assistants.
Previous experience with VMS and VAX computers ewssential. Please reply
in writing to:

Professor Stephen C. Harrison, Howard Hughes Medical Institue, Dept. of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Harvard University, 7 Divinity
Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138.

Europe/Hawaii/Mexico/USS
I Beek Free Hotel

Travel voucher provides 1 roundtrip
air ticket plus 7 nights hotel for 2:
$249. Must buy full fare compan-,
ion air ticket. Voucher must be
used by 9/26/87. Work schedule
forces sale. Call David 497-5189.

'Please apply in writing: Professor Don C. Wiley
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Dept. of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Harvard University
7 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138 IfIi

Free!
Kresge Little Theater
July 10, 11, 12, 16, 17 & 18 at 8 pm
Project for Student Summer Theater 253-2903

Congressional panel negstiates
with North's lawyers

The Congressional Iran-contra committees have bent a
little to accomodate Oliver North. Sources said they have
granted him an extra day to comply with a subpoena for
certain documents. But there is still no assurance that
North will produce the documents by Wednesday. The
lawmakers have moved substantially closer to an agree-
ment with Nortl's lawyers concerning his appearance be-
fore Congress. The panels have indicated that they expect
North to provide some private testimony befoie appearing
before the panels in public. North has previously refused
to submit to any private questioning.

Hotel employees sentenced
Three former employees of Puerto Rico's DuPont Plaza

Hotel have been sentenced to prison terms ranging from
75 to 99 years for their roles in a deadly fire. The New
Year's Eve blaze at the hotel killed 97 people. The three
had pleaded guilty to arson. No motive for the blaze had
been alleged, but it happened during a bitter contract dis-
pute with the Workers' Teamsters Local. Federal Judge
Jose Fuste - saying Puerto Rico is "fed up" with murder
and terrorism - imposed sentences that were even longer
than the prosecutors recommended.

Ten die in helicopter crash
Authorities at Fort Hood, Texas say the crash of a mil-

tary helicopter has killed at least 10 people on board. A
post spokesman says the crash took place during National
Guard training exercises.

Supreme Court strikes down
ban on hypnosis testimony

The US Supreme Court said yesterday that states can-
not bar testimony based on the hypnotically refreshed
memory of a defendant. But it-said the ruling does not
give a blanket endorsement to hypnosis. The 54 ruling,
which struck down an Arkansas ban, was the Court's first
on the use of hypnosis in criminal trials.

Reagan reiterates Opposition
to tax increases

President Reagan said no tax hike which makes it into
his office will "make it out alive." Reagan, who was in
Melbourne, FL yesterday, said that Democrats in Con-
gress want higher taxes to pay for higher spending. He
said that Could return the US to high inflation and low
economic growth. He says he wants to cut the spending,
instead. He later said "special interests" are behind high
budget deficits, but he did not name names.

HOWARD HUGHES MEDICAL INSTITUTE AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY

TECHNIbCIANIRESEARCH ASSISTANT with B.S. or M.S. in Chemistry; Physics or
Biochemistry with laboratory experience is being sought to do research on the three-
dimensional structure determination of viral proteins. The goal of this research is to
provide the structural basis for antiviral drug design. Responsibiiities will include protein
crystallizations, X-ray diffraction, and analysis of diffraction photographs by automated
digital film scanning. We are looking bfr a hard working, career-minded individual.

TRAIN FOR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
Karatedo Doshinkan is a classical noncompetitive style of

Okinawan-Japanese karate, which incorporates movements de-

veloped over centuries to produce the greatest level of health.

Training emphasizes developing one's self in a broad sense: self

defense is only one focus of Karatedo Doshinkan with many other

aspects emphasized during training. As in traditional karatedo

training, people work cooperatively for mutual advancement.

Men and women of all ages and in different states of health

and fitness train together, encouraging one another to train vig-

orously and to realize their full human potential.

Beginners are always welcome and are invited to come and in-

formally view or participate in our trainings (wear comfortable
sports clothing). Summer trainings are Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday from 6:00 to 7:30 PM. Meet on the lawn between

Rockwell Cage (W33) and Brigg's Field House (W23).

For more information contact Mark x3-0988 or Jim x3-0472.
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The Tiret -gives HASS-
After reading the front page of ports -from the administration,

the June I New York Times; 1 ' the slight reorganization of the.
came to understandthatMIT has HUM-D,.(now called HASS-D)
passed a new humanities require- requirement just about gave all
ment. MIT engineers are now re- undergraduates the equivilant of
quired to take three humanities a liberal arts education in one
classes! stroke of th6 pen.

Only after the jump inside did This is ridiculous. The actual
I discover that the students are effect of the new proposal is sim--
actually required to take a full ply to close up a loophole in the'
eight humanities classes. It was :present system which allowed all-
close to the last paragraph by the of a student's distribution sub-
time The Times d~cided to reveal jects -to be taken in allied fields.
that MIT has hid a very similar Students were never supposed to
requirement of eight classes for do that anyway, so this is not a
many years. very striking reform.

In my opinion, the'editor of The faculty also passed a pro-
that story decided that it would posal instituting a humanities mi-
havethe most impact if the article nor. For the cost of one extra
presented MIT as just discovering class and some specialization in a
the wonders of the humanities, at particular field, you can replace
the expense of misleading the ca- your concentration %ith a minor.
sual reader. But, it seems to me, anyone in-

unfortunately, The New York terested in a particular human-
Times was not the only newspa- ities field would probably have

per to make this decision. In an taken those extra classes anyway,
editorial the next day, The Bos- if he were able.
ton Globe commended MIT for I can't see anyone outside of
passing this requirement. Unlike 'MIT worrying enough about our
The Times, they never even both- humanities education to carea-
ered to mention that MIT sty- bout the difference between a
dents had been exposed to the concentration and a minor. Sim-
humanities in past years. ply giving the outside world more

However,. while I think the two respect for MIT's humanities
papers were guilty. of somewhat . program would make the human-
shoddy journalism, not all the ities reform worthwhile. The evi-
fault lies with them. For the past dence so far, however, seems to
year and a half, at least, MIT. has point to a reinforcement of the
been lauding itself on its "educa- belief that MIT students are'
tion reform."- To hear some re- sucked up by their technical stud-

ies, never tO
again:. /

relate as a hunan

A substafiial education reform
would almost certainly be useful
in the long run, for both MIT
students and MIT's reputation to
the outside world, but most of
what we've seen so far is quick
reorganization of existing pro-
grams and requirements. Ask any
undergrad at MIT which has had
a greater effect: the -education
reform" currently in process or
the institution of the writing re-
quirement. I'm sure most would
agree that Phase 1I had more in-
fluence on their lives than the es-
tablishment of a humanity minor.

I'm not against reform. I think
MIT could stand improvement in
most of its disciplines. Some need
it more than others, and the hu-
matities program is one of the
most needy.

I'm simply afraid that MIT
lieves its own propaganda ab
the early success of the progr;
Sure its nice for the adminis
tion to pat itself on the back
tell itself what a good job it
done. But, I'd hate to see
years of hard effort come to s
a "succesSful" ending.

be-
)out
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BOSTON EARLY MUSIC FESTIVAL
AND EXHIBITION
Boston, June 8 - 14.

By JONATHAN RICHMOND
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came together to provide a unified focus,
enabling the audience to stand back to
take in the big picture and simultaneously
enjoy the fullness of detail at close range.

The pleasures continued to mount as
-Haydn's cycle through the year progressed.
The brass played with scintillating accura-
cy to welcome the hunt, their buoyant,
raspy 'Tally Ho!" speeding it on its way.
The choral drunken celebration that fol-
lows was a real romp, the singers project-
ing a depth of both energy and color that
brought the party right into Jordan Hall.

RIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT pas-
sengers diverged in their itinerary
following The Seasons (which was
performed on both nights). Friday-

night frolickers were repaired to Boston's
First and Second Church for anr essay in
eccentricity, courtesy of Donald Angle.

MIT must accept responsibility for
launching Angle's performance career: his
first public appearance was at a lunchtime
concert in the MIT Chapel.

For the Early Music Festival he gave us
Eteanor Rigby, Old MacDonald, and jazz,
all played on the harpsichord with wit and
interspersed with off-the-wall monologues.
At one point Angle pointed to the pastoral
scene oh the harpsichord and declared that
his-cat had been included in the tableau.
Although it was past midnight by concert's
end, the audience surged forwards after-
wards to discover that the cat was certainly
there; hidden up a tree.

Saturday night's crowd, in constrast,
was not even allowed to touch ground.
While the well-seasoned first crew took off
for a lengthy mid-air refueling at local
hostelries, the Amsterdam Loeki Stardust
Quartet took over the controls to ensure
that the audience never dipped below the
ether.

The Loeki play an amazing variety of
recorders, from a massive F-bass to a pert,

A CH WR O T E M A N Y T U NES,
had many children, and.
he kept a spinster in the
attic to practice on," said

Donald Angle, relaying an apocryphal
child's homework assignment as midnight
approached during one of the more -bi-
zarre events of a week-long Early Music
orgy that touched, elated, entertained, and
left no doubt that the musical glories of
centuries past will be alive and well into
the next millenium.

Earlier that 'Friday evening, the potent
spirit of conductor Roger Norrington, his
inspired soloists, and the Boston Early
Music Festival Chorus and Orchestra had
transported the audience to a state of
drunken happiness with a performance of
Haydn's The Seasons that wifl go down as
a landmark event. This was the first time
the late Esterhaza version of one of
Haydn's finest works had been heard in
America, and the depth of coloration,
richness of textures, and cool heat of the
ravishing woodwinds in this re-orchestra-
tion was gripping indeed.

Jeffrey Tholmas

Let's-face it, Haydn was not Mozart,
and The Seasons laughs at the adolescent
level of Papageno rather than reflecting
with the introspection of Tamino, but
Norrington lifted that laughter to the high-
est level of bubbling joy to show that inno-
cence as well as insight has its place in
Heaven.

All three soloists were top notch. Rich-
ard Wistreich (singing Simon) provided a
full but flexible bass, and the clarity of his
ennunciation lent particular pleasure to As
more exuberant moments. Schon eilet froh
der Ackersmann - a celebration of happy
farmers rushing out to merrily till the
fields - provided an unbridled uplift be-
fore the audience even had to turn the first
page of the libretto included in the pro-
gram. Jeffrey Thomas (as Lucas) then
took us yet higher, his gracious, heartfelt
Sei nun gnddig, milder Himmel transport-
ing us to a level far above any worldly tur-
bulence. The choral reprise of this number
was velveteen, its beauty further exploited
by the close, sympathetic accompanIiment
of the orchestra.

Thomas shone once more as he intoned
the mysterious arrival of the "meek-ey'd
Morn" wrapped "in her dew-bespangled
veil," while Wistreich consummated the
birth of the new day to exhilarating effect.

Jeanne Ommerle brought in the dusk
with sweetness and character, her voice
highlit by but also an integral part of or-
chestral textures in Welche Laburng fir die
Sinne. The suspense in the strings under-
lined the foreboding in Ornmerls's voice in
the silence before the storm, the ensuing
thunder and temlest subsequently evoked
with splended Sturm und drang from the
orchestra.

What was the key to Norrington's suc-
cess? Perhaps it is best encapsulated by e
pluribus unrum. In his,realization, each in-
strument sang as a soloist, its voice paint-
ing distinct and evocative lines. One was
aware of an exploratory flute, the chica-
nery of a clarinet, the undertones of lower
strings, exhortation of horns. Yet all these
individually-defined .'levels of, description

Donald Angle

sub-miniature gar klein Fibtlein. Their
playing is utterly fluent and perfectly in
tune, giving them the -ability to present
their ensemble as an orchestra of many
and varied colors.

While playing Frescobaldi they became
four pipes of an organ, the fusion of their
different pitches creating a fugal effect of
depth and purity. Geysen's Periferisch, Di-
agonal, Concentrisch provided an incisive
study in symmetry. The other contempo-
rary work presenlted, Karen van Steenho-
ven's Wolken, was done with equal bril-
liance. They showed a similar facility in
their version of Mancini's "Pink Panther."

The Loeki reserved for their finile a
breathtaking performance of Vivaldi's
Concerto for Flautino in C, RV 443, dis-
playing immense virtuosity in the Allegro,
a concentrated capacity for mournful re-
flection in the Largo, and a jubilant con-
cluding Allegro molto. Their arrangement
of Fiir Elise, given as an encore, ensured
that everyone left smiling.

OPHIE YATES, newly-minted winner
of the 1987 'Erwin Bodky Award,
was drawn to the harpsichord be-
cause of the repertoire, she said in

a post-concert interview. She finds Roman-
tic music to be "overt" in its "piling on
more'and more things, whereas Baroque
music has great clarity," working through
harmony - "Couperin has some incredi-
ble harmonies" -- rather than on the level
of the gut. "And I think there's a great
sense of humor in Baroque music."

In her winner's recital on June 13th, the
24-year old Mancunian who trained at
London's Royal College of Music, showed
why she had a special relationship with
this repertoire: Her playing, alert and
crisp, also displayed elegance and the abili-
ty io develop interest from the slightest of
nuances.

Sweelinck's Unter der Linden griine had
an ease of style but thoughtfulness of ex-
ecution, and two Scarlatti sonatas were

bright and airy. But it Was in the-Frernch
repertoire - and particularly in Rameau
- that Yates especially excelled. Her ex-
ploitation of harmony in L'Egyptienne,
L'Enharmoanique, and La Dauphine gave
the music a powerful drive, yet the subtle-
ty exercised in ornamentation was quintes-
sentially French, the attention to detail
thoroughly Baroque.

HE SUN is hot on Commonwealth
Avenue where the throngs sweat-
ily congregate to gain admission
to the Hilliart Ensemble's Satur-

day afternoon concert in First Baptist
Church. The temperature inside was cool-
er, but by concert's end the crowd's enthu-
siasm could have burned the walls down.

The Hilliarders sang with precise dic-
tion, great expressiveness, and more than
a slight penchant for naughty innuendo.
David Jones has an unusually natural
countertenor voice that made for a pleas-
ant balance with his lower-pitched - if
not lower-strung - collegues.

Among the early offerings, Ravenscroft's
"A Round of Three Country Dances in
One" was particularly entertaining, but the
catches with which the recital ended stole
the show. We heard about Sir Walter Ra-
leigh "enjoying his damsel one night" and
clever word play supplied more than en-
ough clues as to the foreplay of Innigo
Jones. On a more profound level we also
heard Purcell's 'Joy, Mirth, Triumph, I do
defy," sung poignantly and illustrating the
Hilliard Ensemble's inexhaustible range
and talent.

'HIS YEAR'S ESITIVAL included bal-
let performed by the New York-T Baroque Dance Company, but at
the Sunday night performance I

attended standards were disappointing.
Perhaps it was that orchestral parts had
arrived late. Maybe it was that this extra
performance had been poorly advertised

(Please turn to page 7)
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LiveOak makes Early Music today,'s music
FESTIVAL FRINGE
Events concurrent to the
Boston Early Music Festival & Exhibition

By JONATHAN RICHMOND

EYOND ALL THE SCHOLASTIC
TALK Of making "early music"
true to its time, the litmus test of
art from any period is its ability

to touch us today. Live<ak ,& Company
demonstrated this simple truth in a fringe

I
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event concurrent with (not actually a part
of) the Boston Early Music Festival & Ex-
hibition, attended by a small (but highly
enthusiastic) audience.

Their entertainment, "The Lost Spindie:
A Comical Romance," which cast. Renais-
sance songs into a dramatic framework
based on Coinmedia dellArte, reflected
humor in sorrow and vice-versa, reaching
to the essence of the music performed and
the message it contained.

It only takes a few bars of full-blooded

~~e~~B~~~-~F t' * A_ . He ! 

ing issued the most wicked of chuckles as
her calculating mama, now transformed
himself into the rich moneylender, taking
the art of the grotesque to its limit. Des-
perate and disconsolate, there was anger in
shepherd Juan's voice, thanks to particu-
larly affecting singing from Wallace. Digas
Tu, Ell Amor d'Engano, "Tell us, Love,
about Deceit," ended the second act, sung
sadly and penetratingly by all three.

Ursula is seen wearing a mask in bed
with Toribio. Masks were used several
times during the performance,. providing
for a closer association with the protago-
nists than one might expect on paper: the
unmoving expression of the masks pro-
vided a surface upon which to reflect one's
own inner feelings and become one with
the drama being enacted. Ursula absconds
to find Juan and lifts the mask; both
Knolwes and Wallace then sing sensually
as the moon rises in the sky.

Back home, Ursula sings De Ser Mal
Casada bitingly and is hit over the head
and killed by her husband. After the black
humor has died away -a plaint of untold
profundity is played on the guitar that
sends the audience onto the street
cleansed, refreshed, and elatedly happy.

In The Lost Spindle, you laughed, you
~cried, then you laughed some more, hav-
ing discovered that the one emotion is a
metaphor for the other. LiveOak & Com-
pany is one of New England's most pre-
cious musical and dramatic organizations.
They make Early Music today's music and
relevant to our existence right now. Their
world of artifice is truly alive.

wo of the other three fringe
events I attended were also. of ex-
cellent quality. Trio Montpar-
nasse put on a lively program of

French music on the theme of "Les Plai-
sirs." The pieces were organized to provide
both continuity and contrast, and the ef-
fect was rapturous..

Anne Az6ma showed off the flexibility
of her voice, sweet but focused, easily
making the transition from moods of inti-
macy and charm to that of precious inno-
cence, and on to contemplative plaint. She
wa~ at her finest in excerpts from Marais'
Alcione, passionate, elegant, and poignant
in succession.

Exquisite bowing on the gamba by Car-
ol Lewis and eloquent lute work by Olav
Chris Henriksen made for the best of ac-

companiments and an ambience
ity and revelation.

of seren-

HE DUNSTABLE SINGERS got over
the hurdle of a last-minute cast
change and brought off a lunch-
time recital of music from the

Italian High Renaissance and Early Ba-
roque with panache. Their a capella sing-
ing of Cipriano de Rore's Ancor che cot
partire was characterful; the separate parts
blended blissfully.

Alessandro Stradella's Clori, son fido
aeante had a mind-sharpening, cleansing
effect, while the gently flowing lute -in
Stradella's Piangete, occhi dolente high-
lighted the work's pathos. The involved
singing of Andrea Gabrieli's Che giova
posseder made it perhaps the most heaven-
ly number. Who needed mortal food after
this spiritual lunchtime feast?

IHE ITHACA BAROQUE ENSEMBLE
lacked the sparkle of other reci-
talists and their concert sounded
uncommitted, even bland. There

were moments to cherish, though, with an
attractive Largo from Vivaldi's Concerto
in G minor, RV 107. Vivaldi's slow move-
ments are his most revealing, and as the
soft sunset illuminated the stained glass of
Lindsay Chapel of Emmanuel Episcopal
Church it was easy to float into daydream
reverie and imagine oneself gliding down
the Grand Canal of Vivaldi's Venice.

_. ~ ~ ~ -P -}_,,,l. _. _

LiveOak & Company - Frank Wallace,

Three-
Nancy Knowles and Steven Yakutis
music to imagine oneself under wide-open
rural hispanic skies, focusing on the dra-
ma below. The three.talented performers
- Nancy Knowles, Frank Wallace, and
Steven Yakutis - acted, sang, and played
vihuelas capable of tearing the heart
strings or making you want to get up and
dance.

The singing was strong and earthy and
the acting deliberately exaggerated, the
added artifice reinforcing its simple but re-
vealing truth.

A shepherd descends the mountain frost
as Knowles (in the role of Ursula) plays a
touching tune on flute with enchanting
guitar music wafting in from off-stage.
Wallace, playing her lover Juan, then sings
dreamily of love.

Ursula is to marry Toribio (of course.
she wants Juan), and-Steven Yakutis, hav-

Legged
(Continued from page 6)

and was done in an almost empty New
England Life Hall, but Catherine Turocy's
dancers and Nicholas McGegan's musi-
cians were not at their best. Les Caractbres
de la Dance, by Jean F6ry Rebel, for ex-
ample, had been a smash hit when danced
by Turocy recently at the University of
North Carolina, but it lacked sparkle
when recreated in Boston.

The evening was not altogether without
delight, however: The anonymous Comn-
nmedia dell'Arte Sulite of 1716 generated
many laughs. 'Peasant in a Bucket," the
third movement in the suite, was hilarious;
while the "Three-legged dance" brought
shades of Monty. Python to Early Music.

HE FESTIVAL ENDED with John
Gibbons breathing life into the
newly-restored Henri Hemsch
harpsichord at the Museum of

Fine Arts. His approach to Rameau's Suite
in A from Nouaveles Suites de Pieces de
Clavecin made the elaborate sound easy
and therefore mnore compelling. His play-
ing was stylish as always, and especially
vivid on the forward-sounding Hemsch.
The Fanfarinette was particularly brilliant,
and the suite ended with a wonderful
grand flourish.

Gibbons' intricate Bach was full of sus-
pense. At Gibbons' hands the Ouverture
nach Franzbsischer Art, BWV 831, from
Zweyter Theil der Clavier Obung came
across as an intricate work, displayed with
clarity and drive. There were moments to
slow down and think, passages bright and
bold, and - Sophie Yates would approve
-a subtle and enjoyable wit to boot.

INDIA: A FESTIVAL OF SCIENCE
Museum of Science, Boston.
Until September 7.

casting, silk brocade weaving, sitar mak-
ing, solapith (balsa-like reed) carving, and
fine metal inlay known as bidri.

It is exciting to watch the delicate
artwork being produced. Almost all of the
work is done without the use of machin-
ery. The artisans work all day in front of
the public (except for Mondays) only tak-
ing occasional breaks. Unfortunately, none
of the artisans speak English. If you have
questions, you must speak in their own
tongue or through the Museum volunteer
assigned to each craftsman.

Every day also presents a different
schedule of lectures, films, performances,
and workshops (all of the special activities
are listed in a summer calendar). Many of
these will be repeated throughout the sum-
mer. The activies include a Brides of India
show, rnendhi (hand-painting), cusine-
preparation, batik demonstrations, a tie-
dying workshop, several dance perfor-
mances featuring folk as well as different
styles of classical dance, and storytelling.

One special event will be a mela, or
country fair, on July 18 and 19. The fair
will be outdoors and will depict a country
celebration. Traditional Indian music,
food, dance, and attire will be featured.
Visitors will be able to buy Indian crafts,
jewelry, and artifacts from booths, as well
as peanuts, balloons, and kites from mo-
bile hawkers. Admission to this event is
free, and will be -held behind the Museum
on the banks of the Charles.

The exhibition, which is sponsored by
the Indian government as part of a two-
year cultural exchange program with the
United States, has already been to Chica-
go, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, and
Charlotte. It runs through September 7,
1987, at the Boston Museum of Science.
Admission to the museum is free to MIT
students.

By SARITA GANDHI

NDIA: A FESTIVAL OF SCIENCE is cur-
rently on exhibit at the Boston Mu-
seum of Science. Making its last stop
in the United States, this internation-

al exhibition incorporates films, displays,
demonstrations, lectures, performances,
and workshops to capture the essence of
the historical intertwining of art and sci-
ence in India.

India is a country filled with what ap-
pear paradoxes to the Western observer.
The tenth largest industrial nation, India
uses oxen-driven plows while boasting a
research station in Antartica. India, the
world's largest (by population) democracy,
is almost self-sufficient. Culturally, India is
diverse, hosting over 16 languages and 250
ethnic dialects.

The exhibit's displays feature panels on
ship-building, astronomical achievements,
energy and nuclear science, architecture,
iron-casting, the extensive railway system,
and textiles.

A hands-on display attributes the recog-
nition of several fundamental mathemat-
ical concepts, such as "zero" and the
Sulba-Sutra (Pythagorean) Theorem, to
Indian mathematians and philsophers as
early as 1200 BC.

Other hands-on displays show perfumes,
weaving, and medicinal plants and early
surgical instruments in the shapes of
animals' jaws in use ca. AD 200.

Ten master artisans accompany the exhi-
bition, demonstrating ancient crafts. All
of them are award winners and recognized
for their skills by the Indian government.
The crafts they represent include marble
inlay, silver filigree jewelry design, lost wax
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India -- Touring Festival visits Boston,
captures essence of science and craft -

The Hilliard Ensemble
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band highly favored to make it to the
finals, with their tune "I Think She Likes
Me" getting a fair amount of airplay and
not excluding the fact that they are a senti-
mental favorite since losing their equip-
ment at the fire at. Jack's. The heavy blues
influence, intermingled with a hard rock
edge, shone through with David Champa-
gne's wailing slide guitar and Jim Fitting's
crying harmonica. Confident and charis-
matic, Treat Her Right drew wild yells
from the large, partisan crowd.

The Catalinas finished off the night but
could do little to follow up after the two
preceding acts ..Most of the crowd had al-
ready left and there were few to listen to
their straight ahead rock mixed with a
slight twang of country. Unfortunately,
The Catalinas showed little variety in their
songs. Treat Her Right took honors for
the night, in large part because of
charismatic stage presence.

Tuesday - Day 2

The lopsidedness of the WBCN selec-
tion process once again reared its ugly
head as the second night of the Rumble
rolled around. While Monday had seen
two top contenders come head to head in
an exciting night of music, Tuesday's li-
neup did not show as much promise.

T. H. and the Wreckage opened the
night in a style which had proven favor-
able to Treat Her Right. With the drums
at stage front setting the hard, driving
tempo, the band settled into breakneck
speed rockabilly and boogiewoogie tunes.
The group showed some of the same blues
influence as Treat Her Right, with more
drive and more guitar harmony, but was
less charismatic on stage.

Al Halliday and the Hurricanes fol-
lowed, a group made up largely of Berklee
students. Despite the most vocal fans in
the Rumble so far, the Hurricanes' at-
tempts to mix synth music and hard rock
fell dismally flat - turn down the volume
and the music was nothing more than Neil
Diamond. One could only wonder what all
the whooping and yelling was about.

Following along the same lines came
The Rain, another mainstream hard rock
band but with more speed and less pomp
than the Hurricanes. With better harmony
and a faster beat, The Rain clearly out-
shone the Hurricanes, but failed along the
same lines: blandness and repetitiveness of
their music. It seemed that the judges
would not have much of a choice from the
evening's performances.

The final group of the night, The Taint,
sank the last nail in the coffin: sporting at-
tire / la Miami'Vice, they were the most
pop oriented band of the Rumble yet, out
of'place on the hard edged Boston rock
scene. In spite of their different look, The
Taint displayed no more originality than
the other three bands for the night: poor
harmony and weak, straightforward tunes
buried them in the' quagmire.

The judges chose The Rain as the win-
ners for the night although T:H. and the
Wreckage might just as- easily have won.

Wednesday - Day 3

After the disparity of the first two days
of competition, one was unsure of what to
expect on the third. Fortunately the Rum-
ble settled down to, more consistent lineups
of bands.

The Wicker. Men opened Wednesday's
show with their brand of funk based rock.
The strong bass line, and complementilg
guitars mixed well, with Bob Gifford's syn-
copated talk-sing vocals. In addition, Gif-
ford was spellbinding on stage in a Mick
Jagger sort of way: it would be impossible
not to notice his oversized mouth, long
face, and huge bushy eyebrows. Again,
The Wickermen -had to deal with the small
crowd associated with being the opening
band, but this only allowed more freedom
for the many dancers near the front of the
stage.

Moving Targets followed, the second
hard core band after Big Dipper. Another
set of cherub faiced choirboys, these boys
were revved up for speed: they even let
loose with a faster,' more furious version
of Led Zep's "Rock and Roll" (if faster is
at all possible). And their lyrics and sing-
ing-were even intelligible, instead of just
screaming above the volume. Unfortunate-
ly for the band, the crowd was not really
into their type of music.

In stark contrast to Moving Targets' no
nonsense music, Gotham City s slick hard

rock show took the stage for the third act
of the evening. The biggest attraction of
Gotham City has to be its leggy lead singer
with the soaring voice, Lois Holcomb. The
band's straight ahead hard rock seemed
mostly streamlined to show off Lois' pow-
erful vocals and. when the music took over
it seemed hollow. Lois, scantily clad in
sequined dress, seemed dressed to kill with
Gotham City dressed to win.

Dr. Black's Combo's artful, very differ-
ent tone closed the night in yet another
musical style. The high pitched, wailing
lead guitar, combined with slow, deep bass
and drums, and added to the twanging of
a second guitar, all mixed to form Dr.
Black's distinctive, stilted hard rock. De-
spite'the thinned out crowd that remained
until almost 1 am to see Dr. Blacks, the
band's unique style seemed to have im-
pressed the judges who picked them as the
winners for the night.

-Thursday - Day 4

The first real synth/pop band of the
Rumble, Rapture of the Deep, opened the
fourth day of competition at the Rumble.
Drawing the smallest crowd to date, the
band was not very impressive in its many
attempts to mix the sweet sounds of its
keyboard with a steady drumbeat and the
gritty, soaring voice of lead singer David
Wildman. Displaying little energy on
stage, Rapture's lyrics could not carry the
lack of innovative music. Only towards the
end of its set did Rapture finally get some
of the crowd moving with harder rocking
tunes.

Viasco Da Gamma, another synth/pop
band, soon followed with' a slower, more
measured beat and more originality in
musical arrangement: with two drum sets
and a lead violin instead of a lead guitar,
the band looked set to produce original
music. Quite the contrary, Iasco Da Gam-
ma seemed arty and self-conscious, prime
candidates for teeny-bopper heaven. Their
sound was buried beneath the drum line,
making it difficult to make out the melody
and lyrics. Still, they displayed more origi-
nality than Rapture of the Deep, although
that might have been more show than sub-
stance.

All this soon gave way to The Cavedogs,
who lived up to the images brought to
mind from their name with gritty power
rock. Starting off from a hard rock version
of "Fame," the band pushed onward with
a sound somewhere between heavy metal
and hard core. Slow lyrics over hard
strumming guitars brought to mind '60s
type hard rock recently reincarnated by
the likes of Power Station. But despite the
respite from the previous stagey synth/pop
bands, and the looser stage presence as
band members ad libbed jokes back and
forth, the music seemed dated.

Childhood finished off the night with
their tight mainstream rock. Slick, clean-
cut, and very energetic on-stage, Child-
hood got the audience grooving with their
harmonious vocals and danceable, catchy
tunes. The band really let loose as the set
progressed, bopping all about the stage to
the beat of their own songs. Childhood
could do well to let their music come out a
bit more over the'lyrics but the judges
were impressed enough by the energy of
the band's songs to give them the nod for
the night. In a mostly pop oriented eve-
ning, Rapture of the Deep also scored
enough points to move on to the semi-
finals as a wild-card band.

Friday - Day 5
The fifth night of competition at the

Rumble returned to some of the mediocri-
ty that plagued Tuesday's performances. It
also proved to be metal night with the only
two heavy metal bands of the Rumble
coming head to head.

Ammo, fronted by lead singer and lead
guitarist Joey Ammo, began the onslaught
with his brand of bass heavy hard rock.
But Ammo's high pitched voice seemed at
odds with the band's slow, deep bass
sound and his vocals were out of sync with
the music. To make matters worse, Ammo
insisted on making contorted, googoo eyed
facial expressions as if he were on drugs.
Basically a wliole lot of noise and leering.

Struggle gave the audience's ears a
breather from the volume. with a more
mainstream sound added with a slight
twinge of reggae. The band's music in-
volved a lot of melody from the keyboard,
several tempo changes, and demanded

(Please turn to page 9)

and tiny stage, set the mood perfectly for
the gritty, no nonsense, no flash .rock and
roll that is distinctly Bostonian. And de-
spite the fact that the semis atMetro were
made 18+ age shows and the finals at the
Orpheurm all ages, it still required a Mass.
liquor ID to get into Spit, making the
week-long event a blissful reprieve from
the teeny-hopper crowds that populate any
major rock concert in the Boston area.

Monday - Day I

Tom Keegan and the Language unfortu-
nately suffered from being the first band
of the first night of the Rumble, the most
unenviable spot in the 24 band lineup
since it unavoidably draws the smallest
crowd of the week. Despite a hard, layered
guitar sound and Keegan's strong lead
vocals, the band's-songs showed only a
smattering of upbeat 'originality. Some
tunes, such as "Watching Them Go" and
"Jimmy, Jimmy, Jimmy," started the audi-
ence shaking with the music as Keegan
galavanted about the stage, but not until
half way through the set. The band's- big-
gest setback, however, was the stiff cormpe-
tition they had from 'the remaindeir of the
lineup for the night.

Big Dipper, favored as a strong con-
tender to make it to the finals, played the
second set of the night. Bassist Steve
Michener defined clearly the band's inten-
tions when he announced up front, "We're
tickled punk to be here!" Dressed in pastel
dress shirts and dress pants, the band
members looked more the part of clean-
cut nerds than hard rockers. But looks can
be'deceiving - on top of a slow, hard
backbeat, guitarists Bill Goffrier and Gary
Waleik created a wall of sound up front,
not so much playing their instruments as
attacking them (they went through an
average of about one guitar string per
song), while flailing about on stage.

The injustice of WBCN's random meth-
od of choosing who meets whom in the
preliminaries made itself clear as Treat
Her Right took the stage for the third set
of the night. Treat Her Right is another

WBCN ROCK AND ROLL RUMBLE
Preliminaries, at Spit.
Monday, June 15 to Saturday, June 20.

By PETER DUNN

1W 1W ITH CRIES THAT THE LOCAL
rock scene in Boston is slow-
ly dwindling in quality andW ~ ~quantity, that perennial sum-

mer bastion of raw rock 'n roll exhube-
rance -the nine nights that make up the
annual WBCN Rock and Roll Rumble-
answered' those cries with a resounding
"We ain't down for the count yet!"

While counting up the tallies at the
Rumble contest recent setbacks in the Bos-
ton local scene (such as the fire at Jack's
and the annoucement that the Conserva-
tory would convert from live band to DJ-
only format) seemed far from anybody's
mind. Hot rock on stage at Spit was the
order of the day.

Each year the rites of summer are initi-
ated at Spit as 24 local (and nowadays not
so local) rock bands vie for the eight spots
open for the semi-finals of the WBCN
Rock and Roll Rumble contest. Four
bands compete every night over a span of
six days with the winner of each night and
two "wild card', bands moving on to the
semis. The semis take place over two
nights at Metro with the winners facing off
for the finals at the Orpheum. The only
prerequisite to enter the contest is that the
band have had airplay on WBCN, have no
national recording contract, and be good
enough to be chosen by the WBCN
screening committee.

The preliminaries of the Rumble took
place last Monday to Saturday with the
semis tonight and tomorrow at Metro and
the finals on Friday at the Orpheum. In
keeping with the history of the Rumble,
the prelims were held at Spit, a spot re-
markably similar in atmosphere to the
dark, claustrophobic Rat in Kenmore
Square where the Rumble, at its inception,
first took place. Spit, with its stark black
walls, minimal lighting, anti-conservative
dress code ("When in doubt wear black"),

ARCHANGELS DON'T PLAY
PINBALL
Written by Dario Fo.
Directed by Dario Fo and Franca Rame.
Starring GeoffHoyle, Harriet Harris,
Peter Gerety, and John Bottoms.
At the American Repertory Theatre.

But while the play remains stylistically
in the fifties, the political humor has been
updated with references to Chernobyl,
Three Mile Island, Matthias Rust, Fawn
Hall, Gary Hart, Vanna White, the New
Jersey garbage barge, Imnelda Marcos, con-
doms - well, you get the idea. You have
probably also realized that there are a
right way and a wrong way to do this. The
wrong way is not to bother to make up
terribly good jokes but to rely on surprise
and incongruity for humor, exploiting the
audience's readiness to laugh at the ex-
pense of President Reagan or Ayatollah
Khomeini. By and large, this production
heads the wrong way.

It seems that Fo cut the headlines out of
the papers over the last six weeks and
pasted them into the script. A blow for
topicality - what other major production
could possibly have mentioned Donna
Rice yet? - but not for humor,

I do not fault Fo. It is hard for him to
tell when jokes are falling flat - he speaks
no English, and relies on a translator to
converse, make speeches, and direct. And
the audience does not help by tittering ap-
preciatively whenever there is a gratuitous
sex scandal reference.

Translator Ron Jenkins deserves to
catch a share of the flak, however. He does
a fine job of providing a real time inter-
face between Fo and the English speaking
world. But plays should be translated by
playwrights, not academics. Many of the
jokes have been misplaced, and the overall
tone is a little stilted.

But enough griping: the production is a
disappointment but not a disaster. The
plot, which I will not try to describe,
bounces around like a pinball, occasional-
ly lighting up spectacularly or making en-
tertaining noises. It does have a habit,
however, of suddenly flying out the nearest
outlane, leaving us with the feeling of
having lost a quarter.

As the farce runs through a series of
disconnected vignettes, it seems to make
little sense. But those who manage to pay
attention to the end will be rewarded by a
clever twist ending which makes sense of

(Please turn to page 9)

By JULIAN WEST

FATER A SEASON which ranged
from disappointment to disas-
ter, the American Repertory
Theatre could rely on Dario Fo

to help them finish the season on a posi-
tive note. The veteran Italian director, ac-
tor, and comic came through, but less
spectacularly than one would have hoped.

One cannot fault Fo's talents as a direc-
tor, or the abilities of the company. It is
clear, however, that a few mistakes were
made early on, notably in the choice of the
material. "Archangels" was a big hit
around the world in the 1950s, but scan-
dalously was never performed in the Unit-
ed States - owing, doubtless, to the po-
litical climate of the time. (Restrictions
placed on Fo's entry into the country were
only lifted last year, at which time he
promptly showed up in Cambridge.)

Redressing this ancient wrong is not suf-
ficient reason for staging this particular
play, however.

The sad truth is that "Archangels" has
neither aged nor travelled well. Certainly
its pronouncements about the arbitrary
perversity of bureaucracy and the universe
in general have the ring of truth. But it is
also a memory of a more innocent time,
before video games, the Iranian revolu-
tion, the Thatcher revolution, the oil
shocks, or the AIDS scare.

It may still have played well as a-period
piece, but the producers seem to believe
that the play is simply transferring to Bos-
ton after a successful run in Milano - in
1959. They have made a few changes, of
course, in both place and time. The action
now takes place in Boston and Washing-
ton, which makes sense: canelloni can be
found in the North End, and bureaucracy
in abundance in DC.
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Dario Fo s "Pinball" only at
times lights up spectacularily
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-By JULIAN WEST

STROVSKY'S 1868 FARCE effective-
ly attacks the foibles of contem-
porary Moscow society: the
aristocrats,,.the nouveau riche,

the military, religion, and superstition. All
are happily faling into smuggly compla-
cent decay. Then along comes an imagina-
tive, upwardly mobile, and unscrupulous
young man determined to shake up the
system - to his own advantage.

The eponymous scoundrel is Egor
Dmitrich Glumov (Jim McDonnell), who
has set his sights on a felicitous marriage
to an exquisitely -eligible young woman-
sfie is beautiful, charming,. and rich. The
difficulty is not that Mashenka is unwill-
ing; she is ai too ready to be married, and
none too particular to whom. However,
the match is far above Glumov, who is an
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THE DIARY OF A SCOUNDREL
Written by Alexander Ostrovsky.
Directed by Larry Carpenter. 
Starring Jim McDonnell, Etain O'Malley,
Louis Turenne, anad Michael Connely.
At the Huntington Theatre Company.

unknown in smart Moscow society. 'There-
fore he sets about to curry favor with the
right people, who will spontaneously pro-
vide him with references.

Jim McDonnell's performance as
Glumov is both extremely comic and ex-
cellently crafted. While refusing to bow to
society, his character is not immoral. He is
an honest man in a hypocritical society;
and it is perfectly in keeping with his sense
of ethics that fools are hypocrites who are
there to be manipulated.

For his first conquest, he hits upon a
wealthy relative, Nils Fedoseich Mamaev
(excellently played'by Louis Terrene)~ Glu-
mov proves that it is easier for a clever
man to act as an idiot than for an idiot to
act shrewd. By acting the part of an hon-
est simpleton, he gains immediate sympa-
thy, and the gullible old man quickly takes
him under his wing. Glumov is on his way.

For the rest of the play, he drifts
through Moscow society, and through a se-
ries oof brilliant sets (designed by James
Leonard Joy) which resemble the pages of
a giant pop-up book. The scenery, pre-
dominantly brightly colored flats explod-
ing awkwardly into the third dimensions

looks go much like a pop-up book that I
thought of the set changes as a turning of
the pages into the next chapter of the play.

The set changes took just long enough
for us to remember that we were in a the-
ater, and to wonder what the next set
would look like. Together with the won-
derfully gaudy curtain they provoked a
sense of being in a theater or opera house
for the sense of being seen; the gasps
which always accompanied the raising of
the curtain would not have been out of
place in the opera either. Each set sur-
passes the last: the Moscow apartement; a
convincing peasant interior complete with
orthodox-and unorthodox shrines; a co-
lonel's office crammed with swords,
globes, a bearskin, and a cannon; and a
gorgeous garden exterior.

Through' the 'pages of the storybook
Wander a succession of storybook charac-
ters. They are so obviously unreal that
they do not attempt to fool us with artifi-
cial speech, but turn their speech into
spectacle. Every line, from "hello" to
"goodbye," provides an opportunity for a
-laugh. Even between lines, a pregnant
pause or a precisely orchestrated knowing

look speaks pages about the characters.
And, for the best running joke of the

lot, all the characters - not just Glumov
-are almost painfully obvious in their ar-
tificiality, but no one on stage gets it. One
supposes that "Diary of a Scoundel" is not
nearly-so entertaining on paper, given that
much of the humor has been attached to
what would ordinarily be throw-away
lines. But on the Huntington's stage, it
blossomns into hilarity.

If all this seems a little stagy and artifi-
cial, that is exactly the point . Both Glu-
mov and Ostrovsky have set out to expose
the artificiality of society, to strip off the
theatrical masks behind which their con-
temporaries hide. In staging something
which is so obviously a performance, Car-
penter has found a tone which betrays that
society to us. And while it places us, in a
Brechtian fashion, above and outside the
action, it leaves us with the uncomfortable
feeling that we do not deserve such exalted
treatment. We too are guilty of acting.

Not that the profession is without vir-
tue. A fine collection of actors graced this
production, beginning with McDonnell,
who brought to Glumov the star qualities
of a talented natural ham. One of his best
scenes is when he is alone and searching
for his "misplaced" diary, repeating to
himself that "this is not happening." His
behavior typified that of a man who knows
himself to be alone -but alone in the
presence of an audience.

Humbert Allen Astredo is an astonish-
ingly pompous old colonel called Kru-
titsky, who embodies the idiotic conserva-
tism of his class. We first see -him
didactically holding forth about nothing,
and manipulating furniture in a futile at-
tempt to demonstrate the undesirability of
monkeying with the established social or-
der. (Thereafter, other characters who
wander past his inverted table do a brief
but effective double-take.) Eventually this
monument to twaddle employs Glumov to
help him write a "Treatise on the Harm of
Reform in General."

It is easy enough to see whence the revo-
lution sprang. As Glumov exclaims at the
end of the play, "you need me, ladies and
gentlemen,- you can't live without me."
The momentarily thwarted scoundrel turns
his back on society, leaving them to con-
tinue their slow slide into paralysis.

Jack Nicholson plays the dark stranger,
with a mobile brow contorted with smirks
and sneers. His three co-stars, however,
are not about to let him steal the movie
out froml under them, and they have sultry
replies to his every lascivious purr. Susan
Sarandon and Michelle Pfeiffer are en-
thralling, but Cher is on the wooden side.
Even while Nicholson is talkifig her into
his bed her expression remains frozen; one
wonders what she is thinking and feeling,
but she gives no indication.

After the delicious'opening the story
slows down and unravels asbit,, making
stabs at comments on sex roles and the in-
comprehensibility of life,, but.l shror t on
emotional bite. The filimmakers'have not
so much adapted John. Updike's book .as
culled details from it, caving behind, Vast
chunks of plot, characterization,' and the
entire second half of the novel.

Nevertheless the details are skillfully
chosen and work in combination with new
ones. Where the novel is shadowy and

THE WITCHES OF EASTWICK
Directed by George Miller.
Screenplay by Michael Cristofer,
based on the novel by John Lrpdike.
Starring Jack Nicholson, Cher, Susan
Sarandon, and Michelle Pfeiffer.

many-layered with the witches confronting
gray hairs and mundane lovers along with
the supernatural, the film is polished,
showing much less of prosaic Eastwick
and more of high-tech luxury in Nichol-
son's pad. Instead of Updike's thoughtful
meanderings, director George Miller pre-
fers brief, clear scenes like road signs
pointing out 'specific bits of character.

Miller evidently set out to make a
glossy, visually exciting film, and he cer-
tainly knows how, putting together transi-
tions and crosscuts between subplots in a
carefully orchestrated clockwork. Even
when the.scenes make a point a little too
.obviously,-they are attentively crafted and
keep the eyes busy. There's an amusingly
sensual image of cheese spread being
squeezed onto a cracker and a tumultuous
scene where the witches squabble, the
camera flashing from one hectoring face
to another. It all makes for a beguiling
two hours.

By KATIE SCHWARZ

HAT IF yOU could make your
fantasies come true? What if
you found your innermost
lusts, cravings' for luxury,

and urges to dominate, turned inside out
and standing in front of you? Three small-
town women - a widow, a divorcee, and a
deserted wife find out in "The Witches
of Eastwick." And while the film may not
reach a philosophically profound answer,
it takes you on an entertaining ride look-
ing for it.

Stuck in the staid, stereotypical New
England of Eastwick, the three reach out
for something dangerous, something liber-
ating, something wild, summoning up first
a thunderstorm and then a mysterious
dark stranger - a coarse, conceited, yet
oddly fascinating man blowing in from the
inferno of New York. Suspense and hilar-
ity build as the town senses the animal
magnetism in the brash newcomer taking
over one of its ancestral mansions, snoring
raucously at a chamber music concert-
and refusing to shed his mystery, for peo-
ple find it strangely difficult to remember
his name.

Soon the three witches are delightfully
entangled with this strange dark prince,'re-
joicing in themselves, in. their peculiar
newfound powers, striking back at the
prudish civic leader who rails against
them. And soon supernatural forces get
out of control and they are embroiled in a
rather drawn-out, melodramatic climax.
Meanwhile, there are plenty of chances for
the audience to wonder just who is be-
witching whom in this curious battle of the
sexes.

at the front of the stage, the music began
quickly to lose its flavor and I quickly
started to get a headache.

My headache just as rapidly disappeared
when Nova Mob took the stage - finally a
band that did not seem pretentious. The
band's wall of sound style - steady, per-
vasive guitars music and reverberating vo-
cals with- just enough drums to keep the
beat. - had the crowd jerking back and
forth. The simplistic, ,driving sound gave a
haunting air to Nova Mob's music and de-
spite every song sounding very similar, all
had a distinctive quality that made each
unique. The judges choice was crystal
clear as they picked Nova Mob the fifth
night winners.

Saturday - Day 6
The largest opening band crowd greeted

Shake the Faith for the final night of the
preliminaries of the Rumble. Pared down

hard garage rock was the order of the day
and band members looked the part in
jeans and white T-shirts. At their best
when playing'at breakneck speed and al-
lowing Casey Lindstrom to show off his
guitar skills with solos, Shake the Faith's
slower tunes -could not sustain the energy
of the faster paced ones. Fortunately the
band only advanced to faster. and more
frenzied songs as the set progressed, with
the audience thrashing away by the time
they left the stage.

Moose and the Mudbugs then -entered
for the most unusual set of the week.
Imagine what Al Yankovic would be like if
he played the kazoo instead of the accor-
dion and if he mixed in the hard edge of
Boston rock with his music instead of do-
ing mostly parodies. Then you'd have the
looney tunes hard rock of Moose and the
Mudbugs. But the Mudbugs' deep drum-
beat, raspy lead guitar, and raspy-voiced,
thin, short lead singer, Ed "Moose" Sav-
age, quickly outlived the initial appeal of
their cuteness. Their first few songs were
good for some laughs but one soon
yearned for some serious music.

The thrashing music of Unattached fol-
lowed and soon got the audience freneti-
cally jerking to the music. Somewhat a
cross between metal and punk, Unat-
tached combined straight ahead rock with
catchy lyrics to somehow make the thrash-
ing danceable. The music is hard to de-
scribe and somehow didn't fit the image
the band showed on stage, but it- got the
job done. And with a hard driving ven-
geance.

Powerglide finished off the Rumble fes-
tivities with more bland synth/pop. With
repetitive lyrics, overextended guitar solos,
and mediocre vocals, Powerglide seemed a
poor end. to a good week of local rock.
'Unattached's energetic performance
gained them a place in the serni-finals
while Shake rhe F-aith's bare-to-the-bones
rock also earned them a spot as a wild-
card contender.

(Continued from page 8)

much from the lead singer's voice. Unfor-
tunately the keyboard was mixed too far,
back to bring out the melody in the music,
the tempo changes came so often that they
became tiresome, and the-voice of lead
singer John Ryerson did not measure up to
the music. The band looked tired on stage
and their music sounded tired.

The Tears, the second heavy metal
band, brought the audience out of its leth-
argy with their well orchestrated and glitzy
stage show. Summertime rock pervaded as
The Tears performed at breakneck speed.
But in spite of the well paced music and
good lyrics, the band seemed too well re-
hearsed to display any real spontenaity on
stage. As lead singer Chris Vee removed
his sequined shirt to bare his chest for the
screaming girls in tight leather miniskirts

wonderful, and the contrast between obe-
dient canine and rebellious human is well
drawn. In his final long speeches, in which
he might as well be barking, he makes the
best of awkward material.

Harriet Harris caps her year at the ART
with the role of Blondie. If she seems-a lit-
tle ditzy at times, it is never carried to ex-
cess, and the role is well drawn. She is
comfortable on stage in all manner of
strange situations and getups. Her finest
scene finds Blondie alone in a hotel room,
acting out a scene between herself and
Tiny for the benefit of the senator in the
next room. She injects just the right
amount of humor and pathos as she
switches back and forth between two de-
liberateiy bad performances. (The fem-acle
lead was first played by Franca Rame, Fo's
partner, wife, and co-director. wlhose name
deserves much more prominent mention
than I have given it.)

Stealing several scenes, and almost the
show, were Peter Gerety (of the Trirrity

Rep) and ART stalwart John Bottoms.
Each appears in at least five roles. Bot-
toms is particularly good in a role as. a
slightly maniacal, slightly senile illusionist,
and in an hilarious interrogation scene
with Hoyle and Richard Grusin. He also
makes the best of an unusual monologue,
an effort at stand-up comedy added at the
last moment.

The set, designed by master-of-all-trades
Fo, is a show in itself. What can you make
out of a collection of modular stage ele-
ments in the shape of triangular prisms?
W'ell, an apartment, sure, or a hotel room
riddled with secret passages, or even a row
of ticker wickets. But cai you make a dog
pounrd? How about a train carriage'? Yes!

Can -ou make a giant pinball machine?
W'ell, actually they gave up that idea.

But thle fact that I found time to examine
the clever set modules so closely suggests
that there too infrequently was anything
interesting happening beiueen,- on, and
under them.

(Continued from page 8)
all the rest. Be warned, however, that the
play seems to have little to do with either
archangels or pinball.

What really saves the show, however, are
a handful of very talented actors and Fo's
willingness to cut them loose. Cast mem-
bers sing the praises of Fo's free directorial
style, which successfully enabled the en-
semble to come together and improvise en-
tertaining business, sight gags, and even
speeches. Changes, and not simply cos-
metic ones, were made every evening
through the previews and up to opening
night.

Geoff Hoyle, an accomplished veteran
of two other Fo plays in San Francisco,
plays the lead role of Tiny. Fo himself cre-
ated the role, and Hoyle finds Fo's shoes a
little wide, but wearable. He is an energet-
ic and versatile comic: quick'with a joke,
but able to play the stooge to good effect.
He is at his best when Tiny finds himself
transformed into a dog. Hoyle's barking is

Ostrovskya "Scoundrel' exposes artificiality of society

Hey, witch way to the nearest good movie in town?

WBCN's Rumble, bastion of Boston rock and roll

ART's production of "Pinball" is a dated updating
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MIT+ files Charges against PB
(Continuled from page 1) out any arrests. The charges ministration. He said he. notified

first time MIT paid attention to could not simply be attributed to Senior Vice President William R.
one of [our] protests.' By filing an "escalation in tactics,' he as- - Dickson '56 and Dean for' Stu-
the charges "Gray has given us serted. dent Affairs Shirley M. McBay of
the stamp of approval we . . . his decision the same day,
couldn't gain ourselves," he said. "When you take it upon your-

William Cavelinni, head of the Olivieri said he made the deci- self to disrupt commencement ex--
Simplex Steering Committee, sion to file charges against Penn ercises, you bring [charges] upon
agreed. He said his group had and Fernandez on June 2 without yourself," Olivieri explained.
been protesting for 14 years with- consulting others in the MIT ad- Dickson agreed, noting that

SC: petitions for better Location

-jt

I

I

Studying the survey, which had
928 returns, SCC determined that
its customers favored a location
on the second floor.most, first
floor next, then third floor, and a
location in the basement least.
According to- Emersorn and Rus-
sell, Immerman "basically said,
'We'll do what the survey says.' n
But they said when they showed
him the results in early May, no
change in proposals followed.

Frustrated, they took their case
to other administration officials,--
including Tewhey. Last Thursday
morning, McBay called. Immer-
man and Fienman into a meeting.
McBay said she told them that
some students had approached
her with concerns about the
coffeehouse and gameroom being
moved to the basement, and that
they felt they were not being
heard.

Both Immerman and Fienman
maintained that they strongly
welcomed input from SCC, al-
though Imimerman conceded that
"we did not chase them for in-
put:,
I = _ . :_h _ _ _ = - --- " --a 
.
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Free cheap refreshment
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Inn. -an ernFa n eez
whistle-blowing "interferes with Olivieri refused to tbirn over
the rights of others" to listen to the police report filed by Officer
the commencement address. Stephen Daley. But the report,
There was no question that the obtained from Penn, claimed
whistle-blowing disrupted corm that Penn was asked to Stop
menceement, and Olivieri had blowing his whistle on three sepa-
made a t'sound'deiision," Dick- rate occasions, and he ignored
son said. "If whistle blowing is the' requests. I
all right this year, than next year - At a hearing before a magis-
something even more disruptive trate, Sergeant Edward D.
will be allowed,"'he explained. McNulty asserted that he saw

But Penn said the charges will Fernandez blowing a whistle. The
not dissuade him from protest- magistrate set arraignment for
ing, and members of the coali- tommsrow morning. Because
tion vowed to be back 'in force at Daley was not present at the
next year's commencement. hearing, Penn did not have an ar-

Gray said that while he was not raignment date set. His hearing
involved in the decision to press was postponed until July.
charges, he 'would have encour- Councilmen offer support
aged it.' The protest was "juve- Cambridge City Councilman
nile, adolescent, dumb, and silly" David E. Sullivan '74 said the
and only succeeded in "making a charges were "a gross reaction by
substantial set of parents and MIT to a very innocent act." He
family upset," Gray said. MIT' said they reflect the unfortunate
had to takce this action to show it oversensativity of MIT to criti-
"has the right to conduct this cism." Sullivan said MIT was not
kind of ceremony." The whistle- living up to the high standards- of
blowing was "the only occasion I a tax-exempt organization in the
can recall in the past 15 years cornmunity.
that there was an effort to disrupt Deputy Mayor Alfred Vellucci
commencement," he said. also offered his support to the ar-

Students never asked to stop rested students. He said he would
appear at Fernandez' arraign-

theBprotesters planned on sto- ment to try and get the charges
the protesters planned on stop- dropped.
ping their whistke-Blowing as gut if the cases go to court,
soon aS they were asked. But they Cavefinni vowed to make the trial
asserted that the Campus Police a "showe" for the issues the
did not ask them to stop until coalition was-protesting (South
Gray's speech was nearly over. African investment, racism, pen-

Bozzotto and Cavelini agreed. sion rghts,,use-of the Simplex
Cavelinni said he was "quite sur- property, and military res;earch).
prised that no MIT offical" asked We're going to make this a big
him to stop whistling. case," he claimed.

(Continued from page IJ
used as multi-purpose space, for
student events and conference
meetings.

Dean for Student Affairs Shir-
ley M. McBay, Associate Dean
for Student Affairs James R. Te-
whey, and Immerman all said the
appeal was "poorly timed," com-
ing very late in the planning pro-
cess - five months after SCC
first learned about the move to
the basement. But the officials
said they understood SCCs delay
and attributed it to a change in
SCC's leadership in April.

SCC fears security risks,
commercialization

Immerman said that he is try-
ing to steer the Student Center'
toward self-sufficiency, in order
to reduce the impact of its oper-
ating costs on tVe academic bud-
get. One way to effect this is
through inzome-producing,
leased spaces on the first floor, he
said.

Emerson and Russell, on the
other hand, view the original
plans as symptomatic of an in-
creasing commercialization of the
Student Center, one that en-
croaches upon the enhancement
of student life. Specifically, Em-
erson and Russell questioned the
administration's decision to rel-
egate such a student-run business
to the basement - which they
felt would be cut off from the rest
of the building - while allowing
retail stores to occupy the first~
floor, the MIT Food Services to
occupy the second floor, and,
meeting rooms to occupy the
third floor of the Student Center.

Emerson and Russell also
claimed in a report sent to var-
ious administration members that
a move to the basement would re-
sult in a security risk, a change
for the worse in environment,
and a loss of business.

Long hallways, blind corridors,
and unlocked back doors wrould
allow vagrants to enter and hide
in the area, Emerson and Russell
wrote. This would be dangerous
for coffeehouse workers and cuxs-
tomers. The isolation of the
coffeehouse would also make it
easier for a robbery to occur
without anyone to hear the strug-
gle.

Tewhey said it is hard for peo-
ple not involved in the renovation
process to see what each floor

will look like. He said he is
afraid that SCC could be making
a decision to jump to the third
floor based on current condi-
tions.

Julio Friedmann '88, former
SCC chairman, said that SCC
had been led to believe that a
basement-move would allocate
more space to the coffeehouse
and gameroorn, space that could
be used for performances, pubs,
movies and other events.

Friedmann said that when he
had spoken to customers about
the move, he had tried to explain
to them that the "new basement"
would not be as closed-off and
poorly-lit as the basement is now.
But he began to have doubts
when he learned that the open
stairwell that was to connect the
basement, first and second floors
wastscratched in favor of an open
stairwell that would instead con-
nect the first, second and third
floors, he said.

An influx of student feedback
against such a move antagonized
these doubts. Eventually, Fried-
mann said he came to view the
proposal as a "bankrupt ventur-
e," one that was not useful to the
MIT community.

When Emerson first learned of
the plan in February, she protest-
ed the move, but she said that
Campus Activities Director Bar-
bara M. Fienman replied that the
option was pretty much set.

SCC members knew about the
move as early as last January, ac-

cording to. FienmaLn, who attends
SCC's weekly Sunday meetings.
She said that she told the mem-
bers in January to come up with
alternatives at that time if they
did not want their operations
moved to the basement.

She said she told them to send
representatives to bi-weekly meet-
ings held by a client team, a
group of faculty, staff and stu-
dents that guided the decisions of
the planners- She acknowledged
that she presented to SCC the ba-
sement-movre as the best option
.open to the group.

Jim Johnston G, the- SCC re-
presentative who volunteered to
sit on the client team, did not ret
lay to SCC any new information
he may have gathered concerning
the renovation, according to SCC
representatives.
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IN FVMEOXT. POSITSIO.NS
JUNE 27 & 28

As a full-time, temporary inventory person
with the Coop, you can count on earning extra
cash at a great rate - inr only one weekend. No
experience necessary. Just work Saturday and
Sunday, June 27 de 28. And you, and a friend,
can figure on having a good time while earning
some great money-, We'll provide the training.

T'he last weekend in June adds up to great op-
portunitiy. Apply today at the Personnel -Office,
4th Floor, the Coop, Harvard Square. We're
available Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Or all us at 492-1000, ext 232

Gwp

SCC Summner Pub

with

Figures on a Beach

and

Liquid Syinphony
9 pm Walker

EUROPE, LATIN AMERICA, ASIA

I or 2 Semesters

September 1987- May 1988

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN FIM,
POLITI-CS, SOCIAL CHANGE?

* travel-and study in Europe, Latin America-or Asia
e me-et with local filmmakers and politicicans
° live with families for 3-4 week periods in each country
* integrate daily observations and experience into larger

theoretical framework.

Jor. a catague a fnd a.sf lrllcatln, contact:

joiln Tlffany, Dir(-utr.i

Intenmltlonal Vionors Program'

19' Brailrdd-k Park

BDston, MA ()0i16

61/4-267-R8612

Friday, June
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0lsen talks about his
experiences with DEC

(Continued from page IJ
warnings regarding-the launching of the space shuttle Challeng-
er and the participation of Robert Owen, aide to Oliver North,
in the Iran-contra affair.

Protesters in the audience section blew whistles through much
of Gray's address. This was a part Of a protest to "blow the
whistle on President Gray and MITr."

Olsen speaks on entrepreneurial spirit

In the commencement address, Kenneth Ho Olsen '50, presi-
dent and founder of the Digital Equipment Corporation, dis-
cussed the importance of the entrepreneurial spirit to American
business.

"The traditional enterprises do not or will not, or are reluc-
tant to try new ideas and new aproaches, to gamble, to risk, to
pay the price for cornpetition," Olsen said. It is the place of the
entrepreneur to introduce new ideas, new products and new
approaches."

Olsen talked about many of the problems and advantages of
entrepreneurship by tracing the development of DEC.

Success is one of the major challenges to the entrepreneur,
Olsen added. With success comes an unwillingness to make
changes and take risks. While there is much entrepreneurial
competition between companies, the same is not true within
many successful American companies, Olsen claimed.

Recapturing the entrepreneurial spirit within a company can
prove very profitable. Olsen said that DEC doubled its profit in
one year just by instituting a program to encourage risk-takilng
within D)EC.

Registrar Warrenl D. Wells coordinated the passing out of di-
plomas for the last time this year. Wells retires this sumnme'r. In
honor of Wells' 36 years-of service to MIT, MIT Chairman Da-
vid S. Saxon '41 presented Wells with "'a crystal version of
MIT's mascot -the beaver."

Grace W. Ueng '87. president of the Class of 1987, presented
the class gift to Gray. The Class of 1987 has collected $4895 for

.the purchase of a map and announcement board which will be
placed across Massachusetts Avenue from the main entrance to
MIT. These funds will be matched by the Class of 1937.

Protesters "blow the whistle" onI MIT

Members of the Coalition to Blow the Whistle on President
Gray and MIT handed out copies of a "Commencement Pro-
gram . . . For Change' at the entrance of Killian Court. This
group protested MIT's investment in companies doing business
in and with South Africa, racist policies at MIT, the termination
of pension accruals for Fosod Service workers, the development
of Simplex land, and MIT involvement in military research.

Protesters picketed and held banners throughout the ceremo-
nies, but except for chanting "MIT out of Cambridgeport" pri-
Or to the Procession and the whistling during Gray's speech, the
pro~tests were fairly quiet.l
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tar Wars
At the end of his speech, Biden

answered several questions from
the press and the audience.

o Abortion. He 'has voted
against federal funding of abor-
tions, but has not voted to
abridge the right to an abortion.
He would not veto any congres-
sional authorization of public
funds for abortions.

@ Aquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS). To combat
the disease, he would "target re-
sources" in research, engage.in
education, and back mandatory
testing of immigrants, those who
give blood, and sperm bank do-
nors. He would appoint orie per-
son to coordinate the federal go-
vernment's program against
AIDS. He would move against
discrimination in federal hiring
practices against homosexuals.

0 Nicaragua. He would not
arm the contras. He would not
act against Nicaragua as long as
that country did not change the
"geo-political balance."

* Budget deficit. He felt that
a balanced budget at this point is
highly improbable. He would, in-
stead, work toward reducing the
deficit year by year.

In Wilmington, apnouncing his
candidacy the day before, he
spoke of a national agenda that
called for "public confidence in
our political institutions; the
threat to our environment; the
danger of ideological foreign
policy; the dwindling commit-
ment to education; the pressing
needs of our unemployed and
poor; and the crisis of drugs con-
fronting our children."

He has emphasized that the
president should worE to inspire
Americans to take responsibility
for the nation's future. "Our fu-
ture cannot depend on the gov-
ernment alone," he said in Wil-
mington. 'The ultimate solutions
lie in the attitudes and the actions
of ··thS;;:m people w * -n-

{Continled from page 1J
Such a stance has provoked

Western allies to question Rea-
gan's reliability as a leader, said
Biden, who is chairman of the
Judiciary Committee and ranking
Democrat on the Foreign Rela-
tions Committee.

"They don't doubt our capabil-
ity, but OUT judgment," he said.

Such a "'Star Wars" defense
would encourage the Soviets to
expand their strategic defenses
and offensive weapons, just as it
remained an obstacle to arms
control, Biden said. Moreover,
the defense would not work, as it
would allow a high percentage of
missiles through, he claimed.

Earlier, he had said: "America
cannot retreat from the world.
We cannot succumb to the isola-
tionist instincts of those who
would put up trade walls to keep
out the world, or others who
would pull a 'Star Wars' cover
over our heads - a modern Ma-
ginot- Line... ."

In the future, MIT, as a re-
search institute whose inajor
grants come from military funds,
will play a vital role in striking
the balance between military se-
curity ahd economic vitality, he
said.

To do so, it must not be fooled
into thinking that defense con-
tracts stimulate American tech-
nology through. 'spin-offs," he
said, for the "reality of competi-
tion doesn't substantiate this illu-
sion."

Three-quarters of all federally-
funded research and development
in the United States is linked to
the military, he claimed. Seventy
percent of the research in lasers,
advanced materials and artificial
intelligence conducted in this
country are military projects.

None of this boosts American
industry's ability to.compete, ac-
cording to Biden. He strongly
implied the Japanese will swiftly
gain the competitive edge by cor
verting new technologies into
economic strength, free from the
diversion of military spending.

America will ultimately be-
come a dual economy, like the
Soviet Union, in. which the civil-
ian sector scrambles for the left-
overs, he said.

Biden contended that America
stands at a watershed. He said
that the decisions the nation
makes now - in education, so-
cial justice, foreign policy, and
economic endeavors - will deter-
mine whether or not it will be
able to control its own destiny in
the next century. In many of his
previous campaign speeches he
has alluded to this watershed,
and the 1988 election that stands
at that very divisive high ground.

The last time the United States
stood upon such a critical point
came during the Depression and
World War 1It he said, when the

country emerged with many dif-
ferent obligations, many different
responsibilities, and many differ-
ent opportunities.

Spacious, sunny 3-bedroom over-
looking Charles River. Two bath-
rooms, large living room, balcony.
Five minutes walk to Harvard
Square. Available May 11 to Sep-
tember 1. Rent $1,250 per month,
Call David or Charles (61 7 498-
5426.

TWO BEDIROOM CONDO Avon Hill,
Cambridge. Walk to Harvard, Porter
Square Red Lines. 1120 sq. feet.
Charming, romanaic V-ictohian with
eat-in, modern kitchen, sliders, to
southern, sunny flower-boxed
deck. Yard, wood-stove, built-in
cabinets and book-cases, fan win-,
dows, skylight, new bathroom.

I Enormous attic for expansion or
storage. $239,500. 868-0839,
492-2626.

RESUMES TYPESET $17.50! Half
Copy Store price. Drop off/ pick up
89 Mass. Ave. (Auditorium T.)
$7.50 deposit to man at desk, re-
turn to proofread in 2 days. {(Make
own copies of-original.Y Suei 661-
lYPE.

Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20-
483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
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your IMIAIGE Is our career

Hair & Skin Care Salon

Contact: Laurie L. Landry
Gensym Corporation
125 CambridgePark Drive
Cambridge, MA 02140
(61 7) 547-9606
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Biden condemns S

Join the Leaders
in Real=Time Expert Systems
Gensym is developing real-time expert systems in Common Lisp for real-
time, on-line, intelligent monitoring and control of large, complex
systems. The founders are a team of professionals with extensive
experience in Lisp, Artificial Intelligence, User Interface, and Process
Control technologies, a strong product orientation, and extensive
experience In sales, marketing, and support of real-time expert systems.

Our modern offices are conveniently located In Cambridge near the
intersection of Routes 2, 3, and 16, and only steps away from the Alewife
"T" rapid transit line.

Gensym provides a unique opportunity for challenging, creative, exciting
work as well as fo sharing in the growth of a young company

Full-time Employ ent Opportunities
Software Development: Strong Lisp and expert systems background is

required. Engineering background, experience in C; and experience
-with real-time operating systems is helpful.

Documentation and Instruction: Strong technical documentation and/
or instruction experience is required. A computer science degree is
highly desirable. Candidates must be capable of writing impeccable
English.

Sales and Marketirng: Experience in high-technology sales and/or
marketing as well as a working knowledge of Expert systems and
excellent written and verbal communication skille are required.

C~ustotmer Support: Knowledge of expert systems and Lisp required.
Candidates must have good interpersonal skills land strong process
control background to help customers develop state-of-the-art expert
system applications in the area of process control.

Earn $250 AND LEARN
ABOUT YOUR MEITABOLISMW

We need volunteers who are overweight by
50 pounds or more to participate

in a metabolic rate study at
the MIT Clinical Research Cermter.

We need mnen and women, 18-35 years of
age who are on no medication (includin'g

birth control pills, do not smoke and have
some form of health insurance

(an MIT requirement)

Call for more infbrmationa at 253-5392
or 253-3085

rGersy
Real-Time Expert Systems



YOU can save a life!
Give blood at the
Red Cross / TCA
BLOOD DRIVE

Open 11am to 4pm-
Monday June 29
Second floor of the Student Center
Call 1-800-258-0025 for more information. This space donated by the Wh
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missed by the management of their
own company. We will never forget the
consequences. Why, we should ask,
didn't the company management en-

courage - rather than overrule - Dr.
Boisjoly and his colleagues? What
kind of message did that send about
professional responsibility? As engi-

neers, as managers, as professionals
in any domain, our responsibility must
encompass the public good. If we are

in the service of the public good, then
professional practice requires us to be
concerned with the consequences,
ethical, and technical, of the informa-
tion we develop and the decisions we

make. It is a question of integrity - for
individuals, to be sure, but for instituo

tions as' well.
The second example, more recent,

is that of Robert Owen, the aide to Oli-
ver North who recently testified before
the Congressional panel investigating
the diversion of secret information and
funds to the Contras in Nicaragua.
Here is a bright, sincere, idealistic
young man who truly believes in the
cause of the Contras, who believes
that he himself was fighting for the
cause of democracy in that country.
Because of his conviction in the right-
ness of his cause, he took part in ac-
tivities that subverted the process of
democracy in this country! Incredibly,
he did not see the contradiction. He
did not see the connections or the

(Editor's note: The following is the
text of the charge to the graduates de-
lived by President Paul E. Gray '54.)

Thank you, Ms. Ueng, Dr. Saxon,
Mr. Olsen, ladies and gentlemen
and especially the graduates.

This is the moment.
You have just completed the most

rigorous and demanding university
education in the country. Today, we all
gather to celebrate your accomplish-
ments and to welcome you into that
legendary band of survivors known as
MIT alumni. Congratulations!

Now anyone who has successfully
completed this intellectual tour de
force may well consider that exper-
ience the ultimate test of the individ-
ual. But you know and I know that you
have not reached this moment by
yourselves. We are joined by those re-
markable people who have been stal-
wart members of your winning team
over the past four - or more - years.
I speak in the same spirit of your sen-
ior class president, of course, of your
families and friends. You and MIT owe
them a profound debt of gratitude.

And so I would ask the graduates to
please stand and face the audience,
so that you can join with me and the
faculty in applauding those whose sac-
rifices and loving support have made
this day possible.

There is much debate today -- at
MIT and in the society at large -
about the role. of higher education,
and about its relation to the knowledge
and values necessary to sustain you
far into the next century. I suspect
each member of the faculty would
come to this debate with a slightly dif-
ferent view. But let me offer you, brief-
ly, my own thoughts on this matter.

As you leave here, you will spend
your professionai lives working under
circumstances in which the linkages
armong science, technology, and hu-
man affairs bear directly on your work,
and in which the ethical and moral
consequences of your decisions will
be part of what it means to be a pro-
fessional.

What does this future require of your
education?' My own view is that educa-
tion should enable an individual to live
fully, and freely, and responsibly in the
world. An education for our times
for the future - must include the
many ways of perceiving, understand-
ing, and communicating that at any
time and in any place allow access to
the world in which we live. The power
of education comes not only from a Va-
riety of perspectives, but from an abili-
ty to integrate, easily and unself-con-
sciousty, the knowledge gained from
those explorations. Such an education
will give you freedom. And it will give
you the power to act responsibly.

Now the key here, i believe, is this
matter of integration, of intellectual in-
tegrity. The ability to deal with your
world, personally and professionally, in
an integrated, holistic manner is of
paramount importance, for you and for
the rest of us, whose lives will be influ-
enced by your ambitions and achieve-
ments.

As I look at the condition of our soci-
ety today, read the papers and watch
the news, I am struck over and over by
the need for integrity. By this I mean,
first, the intellectual integrity that
stems from the best in scholarship and
scientific inquiry: the clear vision and
honesty that comes from examining
questions with an open mind, of fol-
lowing the evidence rather than finding
data to support a.preconceived idea,
of incorporating the dissonant informa-
tion and learning from it, rather than
ignoring it because it doesn't fit.

An important part of what you have
learned here is how to isolate prob-
lems, how to disaggregate complex
matters into simpler elements, and
how to develop 'models to test your
ideas and theories. You have learned
how to simpfly problems for the pur-
powse of study, to get a clear view. But
these very same skills can also be a
trap - a trap that illustrates a second
aspect of the need for integrity.

The simplified problem, after all, is
rarely the real problem. The reality of
the world is that the problems of the
world are woven together in the fabric
of day to day life. Technical and ethi-
cal issues are integrated. The isolation
of problems is a useful and necessary
construct, but it is a construct non.
theless. The challenge to the pract '

tionor is to comprehend the problem in
its larger, mdre complicated context-
in short, to view the problem, its possi-
ble solutions, and their consequences
in a comprehensive manner, and in a
manner that is intellectually honest.
This requires the ability. and the incii-
nation, to tie 'together various domains
of knowledge and experience - to
draw the connections and analogies,
and to act on-the logical conse-
quences.

Now Why do I see this as so impor-
tant to your future - to our future?
We/, let's get back to the news. It is
filled these days.with examples of in-
stitutions and people who have failed
- in some cases betrayed - the pub-

ironic relation between his actions and
the principles he thought he was sup-
porting. For him, the end justified the
means. Again, it is a question of integ-
rity.

I give you these examples because
they are current, and all too real, sym-
bols of the world you are about to en-
ter. It is a gritty, complex, paradoxical
place. It is exhilarating, messy, filled
with joy and pain. It is the only world
we have. If you engage this world with
the full measure of your integrity, you
will live fully, and freely, and responsi-
bly. We can ask no more of you - and
we can wish no more for you.

'Good luck and- Godspeed.

lic goo. i submit that this failure
stems from an absence of the kind of
intellectual integrity I have been talk-
ing about. Let me give you just two ex-
amples.

The first is the agony and the trage-
dy of Roger Boisjoly, the Morton-Thio-
kol engineer who worked on the seals
for the space shuttle Challenger. In a
talk here last winter he described the
conflict between the company man-
agement and the engineers who were
urging delay of the rocket launch be-
cause of the possibility that the seals
could fail under low-temperature con-
ditions. The engineers' warnings were
resisted by- NASA officials and dis-

(Editor's Note: Following is the text of
the Commencement Address -given by
Kenneth H." Osen '50, president of
Digital Equipment Corporation.)

When I left MIT 30 years ago to start
a business, I'm not sure I could pro-
nounce the word entrepreneur. Today,
entrepreneur is a hot word. It's a chal-
lenging word, a fascinating word.

I'll try to tell you in a few minutes all
that I learned in 30 years about entre-
preneurship.

We received a 'good education at
MIT, a surprisingly pertinent educa-
tion. I can even say I learned double
entry bookkeeping from Samuelson's
economics book. But there was one
thing missing: we were never taught
any theory of work, any philosophy of
work, anything about job satisfaction
or what to look for. Ed Schein, industri-
al psychologist at the Sloan School
once said' that work is the most impor-
tant thing in a person's life. Yet the job
was one thing we very rarely talked
about. i can't in 20 minutes answer
that need, but entrepreneurship does
give an interesting vehicle around
which to think about one's job and on-
e's goals in a job.

The place of entrepreneurship in our
society is obvious. The traditional en-
terprises do not or will not, or are re-
luctant to try new ideas and new ap-
proaches, and to gamble, to risk, to
pay the price for competition. It is the
place of the entrepreneur to introduce
new ideas, new products and new ap-
proaches. Few entrepreneurs survive
very long, either because of success
or because of failure. But out of many
approaches comes good as with evo-
lution, improvements come with many
attempts, better things arrive.

When I left MIT 30 years ago, I had.
attained just about everything I had
dreamed of. I had an opportunity to do
much more research, much more ele-
gant research with much more re:
sources than I had every dreamed. At
$12,000 a year I was able to feed my
family. i had everything that I wanted.
But one thing was missing. Nobody
cared. The industrial world didn't care,
they said we were too academic. I'm
afraid that's what we say. about MIT to-
day. We felt we had to prove some-
thing to the world and we wanted to try
our dream out. We had a dream at
that time which was demonstrated by
MIT and that was the place of interac-
tive computing. Normal computing at
that time was considered big, expen-
sive, awesome, beyond ordinary peo-
ple. Interactive computing was exciting
and fun, and people could interact di-
rectly with the computer. We had dem-
onstrated the usefulness of this at MIT.
It was our dream to show the world
what it could do.

We saw at MIT a trusting, generous
attitude, and at the same time, a tre-
mendously competitive intellectual at-
toosphere which was very productive
and a great deal of fun. There'was a
team spirit which meant everyone
knew the goals and everyone worked
towards them. We had technical ideas
to demonstrate but also wanted to
prove that this environment could work
Outside MIT.

When we decided to start a com-
pany we went to the American Re-
search and Development Corporation
which was just across the river. That
was not the right time for starting a
company. A recession had started.
Electronic companies started during
the Korean War were not doing well.
They did invite us to make a proposal
to their board of directors, but they
gave us three pieces of advice.

First they suggested that We don't
use the word computer because For-
tune Magazine said no one -was mak-
ing money at it, nor was about to. So
we took the word computer out of our
proposal. The lesson there of course
is that you have to be adaptable'and
you have to sell your ideas.

Seondly they suggested that the
promise of five percent profit on sales
was not high enough for someone to
risk their capital on. We had studied in
the Lexington Library that all good
companies seemed to make five per-
cent profits so we promised 10 per.
cent. And we made IO percent most of
the time. The lesson there, of course,

is obvious: if you aim for the high num-
ber, you might not make it, but if you
aim for a low number you were surely
not going to make a high goal.

We were told that we should prom-
ise fast results because most of the
board was over 80. We promised to
make a profit in one year. The lesson
there was that, like a home budget, a
business budget without short term
goals, encourages spending more
money than is coming in.

They bought our plan, and they
gave us $70,000. in capital. The nice
thing about $70,000 is that you can
watch every dollar. With that, they
owned more than 70 percent of the
company, but with that, they gave us
freedom, and they didn't interfere.
They didn't interfer to straighten out
things when things were going poorly,
and they didn't interfere to exploit
things when they were going well, and
American Research definitely had a
long term interest and wanted to pro-
duce something useful for society.

We never finished our business
plan. We didn't have a big volume of
spread sheets and dozens of colored'
graphs. We did have simple profit and
loss statements and simple balance
sheets, and when American Research
could see that these financial plans
were-in our head and in our heart, that
we made them, understood them, re-
membered them and they were simple
enough to be a model for us to run the
company daily and weekly and month-
ly using them as the model. They corm-
mitted to invest in us without waiting
for a final beautifully bound proposal.

Today, when plans are done'by com-
puter or by staff, they have more detail
than one can keep in his head. I
sometimes fear that the elegant math-
ematics of a P&L and' balance sheet
loses its usefulness when people put
too much detail into it.

When people leave us today to be-
come entrepreneurs, I advise them to-,
when they say their prayers at night,
pray about your P&L statement. If your
P&L statement is not so simple you
can remember every line, or if it's not
yours and not in your heart, you don't
know what you want and you don't
know what your plans are. So far, few
people have taken that advice.

We learned a lot in those early
years. We moved into an old mill and
paid 25 cents a square foot per year
for space with watch-man service and
heat. We did 'everything ourselves,
from build'rng the offices to moving the
equipment. We did the photography in
my basement, and printed our circuits
with real silk on wooden frames and
etched them in aquarium tanks we
bought from the five and ten. We
sometimes spilled the etch solution
onto the furniture store below. I think
we bought the same set of furniture
several times. We had the opportunity
to learn accounting, and all the steps
in manufacturing, things which in time,
became very valuable because we be-
came sensitive to people in many dif-
ferent jobs.

When we met with our accountants,
we said we wanted big company ac-
counting. In our very humble offices,
with lawn furniture and a leftover roll-
top desk, it took a little bit of convinc-
ing to let them know that we really
wanted big company accounting.
When they set up this system we dis-
covered it cost us more to do the ac-
counting then it did to do the manufac-
turing.

After we were in business 12
months, we indeed made a profit, not
much, but a profit. We very proudly
went down to show it to General Dor-
iot, president of American Research.
He looked it over and looked up and
scowled and he said no one ever has
succeeded this soon and survived.
The challenge, was obvious. He had
watched many people start companies
and success almost completely de-
stroys entrepreneurial spirit. It stops
one from taking risks;. one delegates -
the P&L statement to staff or a com-
puter, and one loses the humility nec-
essary to learn.

Traditions of science and. f the
church are that humility is necessary
to learn, to explore, to search for truth,
and knowledge. So much of science

and religion today teel that any show
of humility or lack of self-confidence
makes it hard to get money, and with-
out money,-there is no religion and no
science. However, it does seem to me
that humility that comes with the spirit
of learning, probing, experimenting,
trying, doing, redoing, and redoing
again, is the only way to keep improv-
ing most things, particularly in the
world of elegant technology.

After a small number of years, we
'had to face the question of how to in-
troduce entrepreneurship throughout
the company. We were doing well. We
had become a $14 million company.
No one- wanted to make changes. We
had becomn a company of people who
were full of ideas of what other people
should do, full of ideas of where we
should spend money, what products
we should do but with only one entre-
preneur'at the top.

We then broke the company up into
a number of entrepreneurial product
lines. Each one had a manager with
complete responsibility for his seg-
ment of the business and everyone
else served him. This went over like a
lead balloon. Many quit; some of the
board quit. Everybody thought they
were demoted. You can't mathemat-
ically demote everyone. But the results
were magnificent. Within a year we
had doubled our profit without hiring
anybody. For many years afterwards
we grew 20, 30, 40 percent a year and
made very good profit. The reason is
obvious. When people have complete
responsibility for their part they do
very well. When they make mistakes

,they correct them. And the effective-
ness of people in charge feeling re-
sponsible, feeling creative, is truly im-
pressive.

One of the warnings that we had
was with entrepreneurial attitude when
people were competing with the out-
side world and competing with those
inside there would be a tendency to
sacrifice ethics in order to succeed. I
was somewhat surprised, I must ad-
mit, to find that, to an overwhelming
degree, most people want to be ethical
and work for an ethical company if the
standards were clear and honesty and
ethical activity were expected. People
are honest with the company when the
company is honest with them, and
people are honest with the suppliers
and the customers when they -realize
that the company is not interested in
any short-term goals and with any oth- ·
er activity that might take place.

When given the opportunity people
are willing to sacrifice the short-term
pressures, which the financial commu-
nity puts on so strongly, in order to
look for, the long-term good of the
company and for society.
- Now no one told me about the long-
term problems with entrepreneurship.
And they're kind of obvious.

First, humility does not come easily
with the successful entrepreneur. It is
almost contrary to his nature. Without
iumility it is hard to learn new things
and hard to grow with the job.

Secondly, with success And with
growth, is is easy to let the planning,
the P&L statement be done by staff.
An entrepreneur without the P&L in

his head and his heart has no power.
The frustration is put on other non-
teamwork activities.

Thirdly, an entrepreneur is the last
person on earth to give entrepreneur-
ship to someone else.

The challenge I face today is to
have more than 100,000 people work-
ing together in one direction and still
maintain the entrepreneural spirit.

The challenge we as a society have,
is to do that in all our organizations.

For a number of years now we in the
western world have been in competi-
tion with communism. Our economic
freedom versus their controlled econo-
my. We won the contest hands down.
No thinking person will argue for the
communist approach. But yet we've
won the contest and yet we're in disar-
ray. Can you imagine someone argu-
ing with Congress that they want to
take risk, to tolerate duplication, to pay
the price of competition, to allow peo-
ple to try new ways? Can you imagine
newspapers allowing this to go orn
without terrible criticism? When Ameri-
can business people get together it's
quite common to snicker and laugh at
the failure of Communism - their cen-
tral planning, their absolute intoler-
ance of duplication, or competition,
their fear of isk-taking, their lack of
motivation ancj no direct rewards dev-
astate the communists. But back in
the American company, within the
company itself there is central pian-
ning, aversion to risk-taking, no dupli-
cation, no competition and rewards
are not directly tied to risk-taking.

Many of us, as we read, like to think
that Gorbachev would like to explore
economic freedom for his country. We
realize that he has limitations. He has
to convince his staff first. We wish he
had more freedom. The American
business leader sometimes would like
to try duplication and competition in-
ternally. But as you can guess he, too,
has staff who are very well educated,
taught all the analytical skills, know
how to use computers, taught to be
brilliant in the conclusion they come
to, but are absolutely adverse to risk-
taking, internal competition or any of
the entrepreneurial activities that are
so fruitful.

A few weeks ago I was sitting be-
tween a minister and a translator in
the Great Hall in China and none of
the conversation was done without go-
ing through the translator except when
I asked one question. How is it that
China has gotten so quickly from hav-
ing a shortage of food to having a sur-
plus of food? And with that question
the minister came back and said;- "We
have reforms." He knew how much a
farmer got for a chicken, how much a
farmer got for an egg and how many
chickens he needed to make more'
than a minister made.

We have very little of that spirit in
our country which claims economic
freedom.

I think many of you have demon-
strated that many people who don't
want to run their own businesses will
often jump at the chance to take re-
sponsibility for a segment of a busi-
ness or a school if the goals are clear
and they can take part in planning and
are given the freedom to take risks.

I would like to say that running a
business is not the important thing but
making a commitment to do the whole
job, making -a commitment to improve
things, to influence the world is. I'd
also suggest that one of the most sat-
isfying things is to pass on to others,
to help others to be creative to take re-
sponsibility, to be challenged in their
jobs and to be successful in the thing
which, if not the most important, is al-
most the most important.

Sometime, hopefully a long time
from now, when I have to tell people
that I'm leaving, they will say to me,
"Ken, why don't you stay another year,
it has been so much fun, so challeng-
ing working for you." My ambition is to
leave when they are still saying that
and I can be remembered as someone
who challenged them, who influenced
them to be creative and enjoy work
and have fun for a long time.
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